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SUMMARY
Airborne-lidar bathymetry systems provide intelligence, surveillance, and re-
connaissance capabilities reliably and cost-effectively in coastal areas. Recently, sys-
tems have shown the ability to produce seafloor reflectance imagery. This imagery
depends on the accuracy of seafloor coordinates and reflectance estimates compris-
ing them. One accuracy-limiting factor is wavy sea surface topography, affecting
seafloor reflectance images in two ways. First, images are geometrically distorted
by uncompensated beam steering; second, images are radiometrically distorted by
uncompensated pulse stretching. These two interface-induced distortions manifest
themselves as image blur. This thesis presents a restoration technique addressing
both of these distortions, treating them as the effects of a shift-variant linear system.
This system’s transfer function may be identified for each laser pulse by using a novel,
hybrid-lidar processing architecture combining Geiger-mode and waveform-resolved
systems’ data. In this architecture, high-resolution interface models constructed from
Geiger-mode system measurements are registered with co-temporal waveforms, en-
abling ray tracing through wavy interfaces and identifying interface-induced pulse
stretching. Seafloor coordinates may then be geometrically reconstructed and re-
flectance estimates may be radiometrically restored. Unifying these two aspects into
one restoration procedure significantly enhances the resolution of seafloor reflectance




Airborne lidar bathymetry (ALB) is a fascinating remote-sensing technique used to
measure water depth in coastal and littoral areas. A high-power laser transmits pulsed
beams of light from an aircraft hundreds of meters above the water and the system’s
receiver measures the resulting backscattered energy from each pulse as a function of
time. ALB systems operate similarly to their topographic counterparts, but have the
added complexity of accounting for refraction at the air-water interface, dealing with
extensive scattering during the pulse’s propagation in water, and handling returned
powers spanning many orders of magnitude in a very short period of time. The de-
sign space for ALB systems is vast; to design, build, and operate effective systems
requires multi-disciplinary cooperation between electrical, mechanical, optical, and
computer engineers. The research reported in this thesis centers on the largely un-
addressed problem of robustly compensating for sea surface effects when using ALB
to image the seafloor. A unique aspect of the research is the development of a novel
ALB processing architecture that combines two seemingly disparate modes of lidar,
Geiger and linear, into one, hybrid system. This thesis shows that such a system can
effectively compensate for wavy sea surfaces, thereby improving the quality of and
extending the operational window of lidar-based seafloor imaging.
This chapter introduces ALB and details system development over time. This is
done to motivate why systems need to account for sea surface effects when imaging
the seafloor, which is the focus of this thesis. The chapter begins with a histori-
cal background of ALB, discusses the current trends in the ALB community, and
concludes with an overview of the research presented in this document.
1
1.1 Historical Background
The field of ALB is a subset of a larger field known as Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) or Laser Detection and Ranging (LADAR). LIDAR, LADAR, laser radar,
and all of the various various ways of capitalizing lidar (e.g. LiDAR, LIDAR, or
Lidar) refer to the same concept of illuminating a target scene with a laser and then
measuring the backscattered energy with a photodetector. Lidar research began in
the 1960’s when the newly invented laser was combined with radar principles [1]. The
motivation was to leverage a laser’s shorter wavelength to detect smaller features [2].
From this research, three main types of lidar technology developed: (1) range-finding,
(2) differential absorption, and (3) Doppler [2]. ALB is a range-finding technique.
Range-finding lidars operate by measuring the time-of-flight (TOF) difference be-
tween a transmitted laser pulse and the backscattered return signal. By accounting
for positional information and pointing configuration, 3D coordinates corresponding
to the origin of the backscattered signal may be computed. A coordinate point cloud
of the surveyed area, as seen in Figure 1, may then be produced by scanning the
laser and aggregating the computed coordinates. Lidars can be stationary or mobile
when performing TOF measurements; ALB systems are mobile. Such systems must
actively monitor and record their position and orientation while operating to pro-
duce accurate point clouds. The two main branches of airborne lidar are topographic
(on-land measurements) and bathymetric (water depth measurements).
ALB is a relatively young technology. In 1969, Hickman and Hogg produced
the field’s seminal work confirming a laser’s ability to perform coastal bathymetry
[3]. Their work was made possible from prior research in that decade investigating
a laser’s potential to detect submarines [4, 5]. Since then, ALB has grown and
evolved. Guenther provides a detailed history in [6] of ALB system development
in various countries through the year 2000. Guenther’s account can be summarized
as follows: the first ALB systems were successfully tested in the early 1970’s in the
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Figure 1: A topographic point cloud, produced by GTRI’s Bantam Dual-use Real-time
Lidar (BRDL), contains thousands of coordinates corresponding to individual TOF mea-
surements.
United States [7, 8], Canada[9], and Australia [10]; in the 1980’s, Canada’s Larsen-
500 system [11] became the first operational airborne bathymeter; in the 1990’s, the
United States’ SHOALS system [12], Australia’s LADS system [13], and Sweden’s
Hawk Eye system [14] became operational as well. Since the year 2000, updated
versions of these systems have been deployed along with many new systems. Figure
2, using information from [6], [15], and [16], shows a condensed history and timeline
of ALB research and system development from 1969 to 2015. Listed systems are
arranged by the country that originated the system’s development, not by where the
system was built. For example, SHOALS is grouped in the U.S.A. box even though
it was built in Canada because the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
commissioned its development.
ALB adoption and proliferation occurred for three main reasons. First, ALB
systems have faster area-coverage rates than shipborne systems, making them a quick
and cost-effective surveying technique. It has been shown that ALB systems can
reduce the cost of coastal surveys by 50 to 80 percent [6]. Second, ALB systems can
















































Figure 3: A coastal point cloud, produced from CZMIL data, contains nearly seamless
topographic and bathymetric measurements.
the underwater obstructions or dangers that shipborne systems must avoid. Third,
ALB systems can survey extremely shallow waters, areas unreachable by shipborne
systems, and can survey the adjoining beach and land areas. This final reason is
very important because ALB point clouds do not need to be stitched together with
land-only, topographic-system point clouds. Instead, ALB systems can produce a
complete point cloud of the entire coastal area, providing a near-seamless transition
between bathymetric and topographic data. Figure 3 shows an example of such a
point cloud, produced from data collected by the Coastal Zone Mapping and Imaging
Lidar (CZMIL) in Maui, Hawaii 1.
Once ALB systems showed their surveying potential, the main catalyst for sys-
tem progress was improvements in laser, electronics, and optics technologies. Early
systems struggled to detect the water surface reliably, causing depth measurement
biases from incorrect compensation of the beam’s changes in direction and speed
[17]. Additionally, very shallow waters presented challenges because surface and floor
returns blended together, resulting in measurement dropouts at the shoreline [18].
Shaped by these challenges, later systems began utilizing lasers with shorter pulse
1JALBTCX provided GTRI with LAS data collected from a 2012 CZMIL collection campaign,
from which I created the point cloud using GTRI software and algorithms.
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widths, integrating new electronics that reduced system response times, and develop-
ing new shallow-water depth algorithms to improve surface detection reliability and
shallow water performance [19]. In the early 2000s, newer systems began incorporat-
ing emerging global positioning system (GPS), inertial measurement unit (IMU), and
spectrometer technologies to improve system accuracy and to yield new data products
for applications such as environmental-monitoring [20, 21] and counter-mine detec-
tion [22]. Data produced by these more complex systems was geo-referenced and
fused with hyperspectral measurements, resulting in the first ALB-produced coastal
imagery [23, 24].
1.2 Current Trends
At the time of this thesis, the field of airborne lidar as a whole is rapidly evolv-
ing. The community’s vision is to reduce system size, weight, and power (SWAP),
potentially moving systems from their current platforms (e.g. twin-prop planes) to
smaller aircraft, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and achieve greater cover-
age rates by flying higher. Consequently, a new mode of lidar operation has developed
– Geiger-mode. Geiger-mode is a high-sensitivity, low-power mode of operation [25].
Instead of producing TOF measurements from individual laser beams, as is done in
traditional, linear-mode systems, Geiger-mode systems produce TOF measurements
from individual photons. These systems pulse more quickly and transmit less power
per pulse than linear-mode systems [26]. Furthermore, they are usually array-based,
producing thousands of TOF measurements per pulse [26]. As a result of these differ-
ences, Geiger-mode systems have higher area-coverage rates and higher point densities
than linear-mode systems. Undoubtedly, interest in this new technology has grown
considerably in recent years.
Geiger-mode technology has not yet entered the field of ALB however. The prin-
cipal reason is that there are no commercially-available, Geiger-mode detectors that
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operate in green wavelengths, the operational wavelength of ALB systems. There
is a DARPA-sponsored, green, Geiger-mode system called Jigsaw that is used for
foliage-penetration applications [27], but there are no published results of bathymet-
ric testing. Nonetheless, the field of ALB is rapidly evolving as well. A number of new
ALB systems have emerged (e.g. Optech’s CZMIL and Aquarius; AHAB’s Hawkeye
III and Chiroptera; the United States Geological Survey (USGS) EAARL-B, and
Riegl’s VQ-820-G), introducing new approaches to data collection, management of
dynamic range, and computation of coordinates. Interestingly, most of the new ad-
vances have required increases in SWAP, contradicting the trend present in the general
LIDAR community. For example, Optech’s CZMIL, weighing 837 pounds and requir-
ing 100 amps at 28 volts [28], replaced the SHOALS-3000 system, which weighed 478
pounds and required 80 amps at 28 volts. Other new systems exhibit similar SWAP
increases from their predecessors. This contradictory trend can be explained by an
ALB system’s need to satisfy the following requirements simultaneously:
(1) detecting the water surface reliably;
(2) managing over six orders of magnitude in returned powers; and,
(3) meeting accuracy and point density requirements.
Reliable surface detection generally has required a multi-wavelength approach be-
cause green wavelengths penetrate the water surface unsystematically before produc-
ing a detectable signal [18]. EAARL-B, VQ-820G, and LADS-III, green-only systems,
are the lone exceptions. Fortunately, using additional receivers is only required to rec-
tify this problem. Systems may use a Raman channel, detecting red returns produced
by green wavelength interaction with water molecules, or an infrared channel, using
the green laser’s fundamental output (e.g. 1064 nm for a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
laser) that barely penetrates the water surface. The latter has become the predomi-
nant method for surface detection [6], but in either case, dedicated analog-to-digital
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converters (hereafter called digitizers) for each receiver must be used, adding to sys-
tems’ SWAP.
ALB systems must be able to process strong topographic returns in addition to
deep, weak bathymetric returns to enable seamless transitions between topography
and bathymetry. Processing these extremes, and the six orders of magnitude between
them, must occur within the span of several hundred nanoseconds. Multiple strategies
for doing so have emerged. The first method involves using logarithmic compression,
either on the amplifier [17] or on the detector [29], to compress the signal into a
manageable dynamic range for the digitizer. The second method involves partitioning
the full dynamic range into smaller, manageable segments and using different receivers
for each one [17]. The third method involves using multiple lidars in a single integrated
system, having each lidar specialized for one task (e.g. topography, shallow-water,
deep-water, etc.) [30]. Each of these methods, or combinations of these methods,
have been employed in newer systems, requiring high-power lasers with short pulse
widths and high repetition rates, receivers with high front-end bandwidth and gain,
and digitizers with high sampling rates and bit depth. The result of these changes
has been an increase in system SWAP.
Meeting accuracy and point density requirements is inherently tied to the issues
discussed in the previous two paragraphs. Consequently, the same hardware addi-
tions used to solve those problems also help ALB systems meet their accuracy and
point density requirements. Systems will not produce accurate depth measurements
without reliable surface detection and they will not meet point density requirements
if they cannot manage the dynamic range of returned powers appropriately. How-
ever, other system-level design choices such as pulse repetition rate, scanning rate and
pattern, and receiver area and field-of-view also affect systems’ SWAP. For example,
CZMIL introduced a circular scanning pattern [31], quickly followed by HawkEye III’s
similar elliptical scanning patterns [30], increasing point density at the cost of higher
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mechanical and optical complexity [16]. In general, system-level design decisions and
improvements requiring additional SWAP have been integrated into systems because
of their accuracy and point density payoffs. For example, these design goals have
led to using high-power (30 W ), diode-pumped, solid-state lasers, requiring liquid
cooling; the thermal management systems (TMS) for these lidars may add as much
as 150 pounds to the system’s weight [28]. However, despite progress in ALB system
design that has improved performance, an important problem common to all systems
that has not been widely discussed is the robust compensation for sea surface effects
when computing 3D coordinates of seafloor returns. This thesis helps address that
problem.
ALB systems must meet exacting accuracy requirements for nautical charting ap-
plications. These requirements are stated in terms of the 3D positional accuracy of
the point clouds, and are computed by propagating uncertainties from the measure-
ments onto the coordinates [32]. These assessments are usually computed a posteriori
by comparing the lidar points to those surveyed with shipborne acoustic systems [33].
Such comparisons yield bulk accuracy assessments for entire data collection campaigns
or for specific areas of interest within them. In light of the National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency (NGA) recently mandating 3D uncertainty assessments for every
lidar point [34], the current assessment method has two drawbacks. First, it is slow,
which can be costly. Ships must scan the surveyed area acoustically to verify the air-
borne measurements, and if the surveyed data is unacceptable, it must be discarded
and the survey re-performed. Second, this method provides no way to identify or
quantify the contributions to seafloor coordinate error from individual aspects of the
system and the environment. This latter aspect is important to my research, as there
is no current way to assess the effect of air-water interface uncertainty on seafloor
coordinate error. This thesis introduces a new, and faster, way to perform accuracy
assessments for every lidar point even in the presence of sea surface waves.
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Figure 4: The resolution of seafloor reflectance imagery has improved from 3-meters per
pixel (left) to 1-meter per pixel (right) as ALB system accuracy has improved.
As ALB systems have become more accurate, seafloor image resolution has im-
proved as well. The first true, seafloor-reflectance image was produced in 2007 by
SHOALS off the coast of Fort Lauderdale, Florida [35]. This image had a resolution
of 3 meters per pixel. In 2012, CZMIL performed the same survey as SHOALS and
produced a new image with 1-meter-per-pixel resolution [36]. Figure 4 shows these
two images side-by-side 2. Clearly, CZMIL’s 1-m resolution image is sharper than the
SHOALS image, resolving smaller features on the seafloor. This capability, and future
improvements to it, is highly applicable to the military and to environmental groups
interested in surveying the near-shore seafloor. This thesis, introducing geometric
and radiometric corrections of sea surface effects in seafloor returns, will continue the
trend of enhancing seafloor image resolution.
1.3 Research Overview
The objective of this research was to develop a restoration technique for lidar-based
seafloor imaging that compensates for irregular air-water interfaces. Irregular in-
terfaces, which contain arbitrary low- and high-frequency content, steer and disperse
2This figure was made by editing the original from [36].
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lidar-transmitted laser pulses in ways flat (regular) interfaces do not. Uncompensated
steering and dispersion can degrade reflectance-image quality by introducing seafloor-
coordinate and reflectance-estimation errors. Current ALB systems do not compen-
sate for these errors when producing seafloor reflectance images, resulting in images
susceptible to interface-induced artifacts. The restoration technique detailed in this
work compensates for steering and dispersion introduced by irregular interfaces at the
waveform level for each transmitted pulse, thereby improving the accuracy of each
seafloor coordinate and reflectance estimate. The reflectance images produced from
these seafloor coordinates and reflectance estimates contain fewer interface-induced
artifacts, resulting in higher quality seafloor images. The following chapters detail
how this is accomplished.
Chapter 2 presents the fundamentals of ALB. It contains a discussion of system
architecture and all of the important components required for successful operation.
It also presents the current math models for seafloor coordinate computation and
seafloor reflectance estimation. Finally, it details the newest method for assessing 3D
coordinate accuracy.
Chapter 3 presents the new, hybrid lidar system and its novel, seafloor-imaging
capabilities. It explains how a Geiger-mode lidar and a linear-mode lidar, when
combined into one system, may measure continuous variation of sea surface topog-
raphy (SST) and use those measurements to improve linear-mode system accuracy.
It contains derivations of new math models to compute seafloor coordinates, seafloor
reflectance estimates, and 3D coordinate uncertainty. These new math models may
be viewed as replacements for their respective counterparts in Chapter 2.
Chapter 4 details the experiments performed with the new system and documents
the results.
Chapter 5 concludes the thesis, summarizing the original contributions and offer-
ing directions for future work.
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CHAPTER II
FUNDAMENTALS OF AIRBORNE LIDAR
BATHYMETRY
This chapter introduces ALB system operation, showing how seafloor coordinates
may be computed, seafloor reflectance may be estimated, and systems’ accuracy may
be assessed. This enables identifying and discussing each math model’s limitations
during wavy conditions. The chapter begins by detailing ALB systems’ major com-
ponents and their purposes. The chapter then discusses how ALB measurements may
be used to compute seafloor coordinates and estimate seafloor reflectance, which are
the two main features of seafloor images. Finally, the chapter discusses how system
accuracy is assessed.
2.1 System Architecture
ALB systems are highly complex systems integrating cutting-edge electronic, opti-
cal, mechanical, laser, and software technologies to produce intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance capabilities in shallow coastal waters. These aircraft-based sys-
tems transmit laser pulses in a fixed scanning pattern as the aircraft moves. Each
transmitted pulse propagates to the air-water interface and is partially reflected and
transmitted according to Maxwell’s equations. The transmitted beam refracts into
the water and propagates to the seafloor where it is partially reflected and absorbed
depending on seafloor composition. The water’s inherent optical properties affect the
spread and decay of the propagating pulse in water; Figure 5 shows their effects dur-
ing underwater propagation [37]1. Throughout the pulse’s round-trip propagation,
the receiving optics collect backscattered photons returned within the telescope’s
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Figure 5: As it propagates to the seafloor, the refracted laser pulse is absorbed and
scattered into an increasing cone whose shape is determined by the water’s inherent optical
properties.
field of view (FOV). Wavelength-specific detectors, usually avalanche photodiodes or
photomultipler tubes, convert the photons into electrical current [29]. Processing
this electrical signal is system-specific, and two types of processing paradigms exist:
waveform-resolved and TOF. For both cases, the goal of system processing is to de-
compose the signal into in-air and in-water ranges [6]. These ranges may then be
time-synchronized with GPS and IMU data from the aircraft to compute sea surface
and seafloor coordinates [6]. Aggregating these coordinates produces 3D point clouds
containing valuable information about the surveyed area.
ALB systems consist of a laser transmitter and its associated transmitting optics, a
scanning mechanism, a receiver telescope and its associated receiving optics, a photon
detector, a signal processor, GPS and IMU devices, and dedicated computer hardware
and software. All these instruments and devices are integrated into an aircraft flying
200-500 meters above the water surface [6]. Device timing and synchronization is
paramount for successful operation, as each subsystem operates at a different rate.
This difference can be orders of magnitude in some cases. For example, GPS and
1This figure was made by editing the original from [37].
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IMU subsystems may produce data at a rate of 200 Hz, while the laser may operate
at a rate of 10 kHz. Despite data rate differences, systems must be able to record
correct data across subsystems each time the laser transmits a pulse to compute
the backscattered energy’s origin accurately. Thus, a dedicated timing unit controls
system timing and synchronization. The following paragraphs discuss each subsystem
on the pulse’s path in more detail.
The laser transmitter, pulsed thousands of times per second, samples the coastal
area beneath the aircraft in a fixed pattern set by the scanning mechanism. The
laser transmits a pulse each time it receives a synchronized trigger signal from the
central timing unit. The system must then record the laser’s firing time, known as t0,
with sub-nanosecond accuracy to enable range estimation to the water surface. To
maximize depth penetration, ALB systems use green wavelengths because the diffuse
attenuation coefficient, KD, which defines the pulse’s exponential decay during water
column propagation, is close to its spectral minimum in that wavelength region for
coastal water types [38]. While these wavelengths are not optimal for depth pene-
tration in clear ocean waters or extremely turbid waters, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
lasers produce 532-nm light cheaply and reliably, representing a good compromise for
most waters. The laser must also be high energy, have short pulse duration, and have a
high repetition rate to satisfy survey resolution requirements [31, 39]. Commercially-
available lasers that best fit these characteristics are solid-state infrared lasers that
can be frequency-doubled to produce the desired green pulse. ALB systems em-
ploying such lasers typically transmit approximately 1 MW of peak power per pulse
[40]. This power level is necessary because the airborne receiver captures only a very
small portion of the backscattered signal and because the laser beam’s attenuation
in coastal seawater is relatively high. A consequence of this, though, is that systems’
transmitting optics must diverge the beam to a spot size of approximately 3 meters
at the water surface to comply with eye safety regulations. The implications of this
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are discussed when detailing the receiver subsystem.
The system’s scanner is responsible for scanning the transmit beam in a repeated
pattern. The pattern’s width, shape, and period considerably affect a system’s area
coverage and point density [31]. Typically, ALB systems employ fixed, off-nadir
patterns to create a consistent, wide, coverage swath; the off-nadir angle itself is
system-specific. A common choice is 20 degrees, which reduces sea surface return and
maximizes transmission into the water [41]. Systems using this off-nadir angle and
operating at an altitude of 400 meters can attain a maximum swath diameter of 290
meters. Aircraft motion creates scan coverage in the direction of travel. Assuming an
aircraft velocity of 70 meters-per-second, area coverage rates surpass 20,000 square
meters per second! Clearly, this coverage rate represents a major advantage over
shipborne systems, which travel much slower and have much smaller swath diame-
ters. Pattern shape and period vary across systems. Until recently, the most common
scan pattern was a forward-looking arc, but now circular and elliptical patterns have
become increasingly popular because of their higher point densities [31, 16]. Regard-
less of pattern, the scanner’s rotation angle about the nadir axis must be encoded
with high accuracy so that its orientation can be determined each time the laser
transmits a pulse.
During pulse propagation, ALB systems’ receiving optics collect photons within
the telescope’s FOV. Good receivers should be very efficient, should mitigate back-
ground noise to enable detection of deep, weak bathymetric returns, and should assist
in managing the wide dynamic range of returned powers [29]. Often, ALB systems
operate coaxially; the transmit and receive paths are nearly identical. Thus, sys-
tems’ optical efficiency is essentially the round-trip transmission through the optics,
meaning signal loss is proportional to the one-way, optical-efficiency squared. Polish-
ing mirrors, reducing vignetting, and using a high-transmission scanner are the best
ways to maintain high optical efficiency. The receiver telescope is the most important
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optical element pertaining to collecting photons from deep, weak, seafloor returns. As
previously mentioned, the transmit beam is roughly 3 meters in diameter at the water
surface and continues to grow at an increasing rate while scattering during water col-
umn propagation. Thus, the telescope must have a sufficiently large FOV to collect
as many returning photons as possible. A system’s FOV loss function determines how
many photons it can capture for specific environmental conditions [42, 43]. However,
the trade-off when using a larger FOV is higher noise because more photons arising
from the background environment are detected [37, 44]. A narrowband, spectral filter
may be used to mitigate this effect, but non-trivial analyses comparing FOV loss to
background noise should be performed when modeling system performance [33]. Fi-
nally, if detectors or amplifiers are not used to compress their inputs into manageable
outputs, then the receiving optics have the additional task of managing the dynamic
range of returned powers. In this scenario, one strategy is to distribute incoming
photons to multiple channels (i.e. a shallow-water channel or a deep-water channel)
and use a gating mechanism to prevent damage from excessive incident-power levels.
Once systems collect the backscattered photons and generate a representative
electronic signal, they must be processed. Two distinct approaches have developed:
waveform-resolved processing and TOF processing. Waveform-resolved processing
involves sampling, digitizing, operating on, and recording the backscattered signal.
It has inherent advantages over TOF processing in high volumetric-scattering ap-
plications like ALB because the signal can be observed and conditioned. It also
provides information such as signal magnitude, enabling estimation of seafloor re-
flectance [21, 45]. However, waveform-resolved processing produces significantly more
data than TOF processing as systems continuously sample the backscattered signal
at high sampling rates and analog front-end bandwidths. Moreover, typical dynamic
range requirements necessitate high bit depth and low noise. Producing terabytes
of data per hour is not uncommon [29, 46]. On the other hand, TOF processing
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involves recording one range or series of ranges directly in the detector circuitry.
Consequently, it is challenging to distinguish signal from noise in volumetric scat-
tering applications. Because only a few ranges need to be recorded per pulse, TOF
processing is well-suited for array-based systems. For these systems, photons are in-
cident upon a focal plane array (FPA), whose individual pixels report the range(s).
In general, current linear-mode systems operate using waveform-resolved processing
while current Geiger-mode systems operate using TOF processing. The remainder
of this chapter focuses on waveform-resolved processing, because the platform for
my restoration technique is a linear-mode system. However, Chapter 3 revisits TOF
processing when discussing augmenting a linear-mode system with a Geiger-mode
system.
Waveform-resolved systems employ wavelength-specific detectors to convert de-
tected photons into electrical current and signal amplifiers to convert the current into
voltage. Detectors and amplifiers should have high analog bandwidth, to discriminate
between sea surface and floor returns in extremely shallow waters, have low noise, to
enable detection of deep, weak bathymetric returns, and be capable of managing the
six orders of dynamic range inherent to ALB [6]. Systems typically use photomulti-
plier tube (PMT) detectors, as they satisfy these requirements quite well. They may
even be operated in log mode, when biased appropriately, to help compress the range
of returned optical powers into a manageable current output [29, 47]. If operated
traditionally (i.e. PMT ouput behaves linearly), the dynamic range may be managed
by either “stacking” the receiver architecture, partitioning the dynamic range into
a shallow water channel and a deep water channel, or using a logarithmic amplifier.
Because logarithmic amplifiers have less bandwidth [29] [48], the first approach is
more common. DC-coupled, high-voltage or transimpendance amplifiers may then be
used to perform signal amplification into the digitizer’s acceptable range [29]. The
ideal configuration for this detector-amplifier chain is a single, integrated chip so as to
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minimize noise, but most ALB systems use discrete commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
components.
Waveform-resolved systems use dedicated digitizers for each receiver channel. For
a stacked receiver architecture, each of the t0, shallow water, deep water, and infrared
channels would have its own digitizer. After receiving the timing unit’s synchronized
trigger signal, the digitizers begin sampling analog input produced by the photode-
tectors and quantizing the voltage into discrete bins. They must have high bit depth
and low noise while sampling at high rates. A good metric for assessing digitizer ca-
pabilities is its effective number of bits (ENOB). This value informs how many bits of
resolution the digitizer has at various input frequencies. Digitizers with ENOB values
close to 10 and sampling rates over 1 GS/s are ideal for ALB applications [49]. Figure
6 shows a digitized ALB waveform from a device with these characteristics. Once a
signal is digitized, it may be processed by algorithms on the dedicated computer and
stored on the hard drive. Recently, field-programmable gate array (FPGA) technology
on the digitizers have been utilized as well [49]. FPGA-based algorithms can quickly
perform signal conditioning and ranging on the recorded waveforms, enabling real-
time computation and display of point cloud coordinates. One such “mixed-mode”
computing architecture, using the digitizer’s FPGA in tandem with the computer’s
central processing unit (CPU) and graphics processing unit (GPU), can achieve real-
time computation and display of point cloud coordinates up to 40 kHz [46], well above
current pulse frequencies for typical high-power green lasers. The next section details
how coordinates may be computed in waveform-resolved processing.
2.2 Computing Seafloor Coordinates
Waveform-resolved systems decompose individual waveforms into in-air and in-water
path lengths (also called ranges). The in-air path length (lA) is determined by first
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Figure 6: Linear-mode, waveform-resolved bathymetric lidars produce a waveform for each
transmitted pulse by converting received, backscattered photons into digitized electrical
voltages versus time.
computing the time-of-flight difference between the sea surface signal and the trans-
mitted pulse (tA), halving it to account for round-trip propagation, and converting the
result to length using the speed of light, c, as the propagation velocity. In-water path
length (lW ) is determined similarly by computing the time-of-flight difference between
the seafloor signal and the sea surface signal (tW ), but using the appropriate speed
of light in water. Figure 7 shows the ranges and their corresponding time-of-flight
difference values as would be computed from an ALB system’s return waveform.2 In
this example, signal peaks determine the surface and floor signal locations; often, a
peak’s leading inflection point is used in the measurement of these locations, since
the inflection points are less susceptible to noise and pulse broadening [50].
By using these ranges and accounting for the lidar’s pointing angles, seafloor
3D positional coordinates may be computed in the lidar’s sensor body frame (SBF).
ALB systems may then produce coordinates geo-referenced to the local geodetic frame
(LGF) by using the aircraft GPS and IMU data and by correcting for appropriate
boresight alignments to first order with Equation 1 [51, 52]
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NP : Northing coordinate of lidar point on seafloor,
EP : Easting coordinate of lidar point on seafloor,
DP : Down coordinate of lidar point on seafloor,
κ : Aircraft heading,
φ : Aircraft roll,
ω : Aircraft pitch,
NT : Aircraft northing coordinate,
ET : Aircraft easting coordinate,
DT : Aircraft down coordinate,
∆κ : Boresight alignment angle in κ,
∆φ : Boresight alignment angle in φ,
∆ω : Boresight alignment angle in ω,
2Airplane in Figure 7 was taken from www.aoc.noaa.gov.
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∆X : Inertial-to-sensor body frame x-lever arm,
∆Y : Inertial-to-sensor body frame y-lever arm,
∆Z : Inertial-to-sensor body frame z-lever arm,
θ : Scan angle,
φA : In-air, off-nadir angle,
lA : In-air path length,
φw : In-water, off-nadir angle
lw : In-water path length,
and, RX , RY , and RZ , are 3x3, right-hand-rule, rotation matrices about the x-, y-,
and z-axis, respectively.
Equation 1 is a series of rotations, scales, and translations accomplishing the
transformation of coordinates from the SBF to the inertial body frame (IBF), and
then to the LGF. Most of its parameters are measured with high certainty during a
campaign, except one: the in-water, off-nadir angle, φw. This angle determines the
transmitted pulse’s new trajectory resulting from refraction at the air-water interface.
Usually, it is assumed to be constant [53], and is calculated using Snell’s Law with θ1
as φA, n1 as the index of refraction of air, and n2 as the index of refraction of water
(e.g. when φA = 20
◦, φw is 14.9
◦ for nair = 1.00 and nwater = 1.33). This assumption
is correct only when the air-water interface is perfectly flat. As the interface becomes
wavy, the assumption breaks down, the uncertainty increases, and the accuracy of
seafloor coordinates computed using Equation 1 decreases.
Coordinate accuracies achieved with Equation 1 also depend on reliably detecting
the air-water interface. Since the transmitted pulse’s velocity and direction change
at the interface, it is paramount to compute accurate in-air ranges. Early system de-
signers paid particular attention to overestimates of in-air ranges [37]. Because green
pulses have relatively small in-water attenuation coefficients, the observed surface
signals in return waveforms were generated by a superposition of the interface and
water column returns, resulting in peaks corresponding to locations beneath the true
air-water interface [37]. To account for this phenomenon, multi-wavelength detection
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strategies were developed that augmented the green receiver channel with infrared
and Raman channels [18]. Currently, with improvements in system transfer functions
and with increased digitizer sampling rates, dual-wavelength (infrared and green) or
single-wavelength (green) interface-detection strategies have superseded those using
Raman channels. The best interface detection strategies are now accurate to within a
decimeter [6], but the spatial resolution of surface coordinates is low. Low surface res-
olution presents a problem during post-processing of ALB data, as surface coordinates
are used to generate sea surface topography (SST) models that help determine the
pulse’s true refracted angle into water (φw). Intuitively, lower resolution SST’s should
produce less accurate estimates of φW than what higher resolution SST’s produce,
though there is no published work quantifying this. Furthermore, to my knowledge,
there is no published work describing the process of post-processing refraction cor-
rection, nor is there any published work regarding the accuracy improvements made
by performing post-processing refraction correction. The research presented in this
thesis fills these three voids in the field in addition to improving SST resolution and
the accuracy of φw.
2.3 Estimating Seafloor Reflectance
When radiometrically calibrated, waveform-resolved systems can estimate seafloor
reflectance from individual waveforms. The signal reflected from the seafloor at in-




π(nwlA + lw)2(STF )
exp(−2(a+ bb)lw), (2)
where:
Pt : Transmitted peak power,
η : Optical efficiency of receiving optics,
ρ : Seafloor reflectance at laser wavelength,
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A : Area of receiver aperture,
T : Transmittance at air-water interface,
F : Field-of-view loss,
τA : In-air attenuation coefficient,
lA : In-air path length,
nw : Index of refraction of water,
lw : In-water path length,
a : Absorption coefficient of water,
bb : Backward scattering coefficient of water, and
STF : Stretch Factor.
Equation 2 is a radiative transfer equation describing the received peak power by
the lidar after the pulse’s round-trip propagation [21]. The equation may be equiv-
alently written in terms of energy [37], but the only term in either formulation that
contains information about the seafloor is ρ, the seafloor reflectance at the transmit-
ted pulse’s wavelength, typically near 532 nm [6]. ALB systems can estimate seafloor
reflectance for each transmitted pulse by inverting this equation to solve for ρ, shown






and create attributed point clouds by assigning the value to the corresponding seafloor
coordinate [21]. In practice, this inversion is accomplished with several assumptions
and constraints. For example, atmospheric effects, the field-of-view loss function, and
the two-way transmittance at the air-water interface may be assumed to be constant
throughout a campaign [21]. The four estimates that must be made, which depend
on preferred algorithm, are the peak power received, the background noise power,
the stretch factor, and the system attenuation factor, a + bb. After constraining
the inversion in this way, seafloor reflectance estimates may be assigned to each
coordinate and a rasterized, seafloor-reflectance image can be generated. Since the
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coordinates are irregularly spaced, generating the raster image involves interpolating
the reflectance estimates onto a regular grid by binning, tinning, or kriging [54].
Since Lee and Tuell [54] demonstrated the first successful ALB seafloor-reflectance
images, the community has made considerable progress in seafloor reflectance imag-
ing. Most of the progress was made by radiometrically calibrating the lidar, removing
some of Lee’s and Tuell’s assumptions about Equation 2 and by improving estimates
of the system attenuation factor and the stretch factor [21, 53]. Another impor-
tant advancement was using the lidar’s waveform data to constrain the inversion of
simultaneously-acquired, passive hyperspectral data, resulting in better estimates of
parameters in Equation 2 [55, 56]. Clearly, the most important parameter to estimate
accurately is a + bb, since it appears in the exponent. The second-most important
parameter is the stretch factor term, arising from environmental and system stretch-
ing of the transmitted pulse [37]. This term, if ignored, can result in overestimates of
seafloor reflectance by a factor of 2-4 [53].
The origin of the stretch factor can be understood in the following way. A re-
turn waveform can be viewed as the output of a linear system whose input is an
impulse response convolved with the transmitted pulse shape. Viewed in this way,
ALB system waveforms are the result of convolving transmitted pulses with a transfer
function, which I name the bathymetric lidar transfer function (BLTF). The BLTF,
shown schematically in Figure 8, varies for each pulse, and is composed of two trans-
fer functions cascaded in series: the environmental and system transfer functions
[57]. The environmental transfer function is a cascade of transfer functions in series,
composed of the atmospheric, air-water-interface, water-column, and seafloor trans-
fer functions; similarly, the system transfer function is a cascade of transfer functions
in series corresponding to the different receiver components: the detector, amplifier,
and digitizer [57]. Guenther [37] was the first to present bathymetric lidar as a linear
system, and named the convolution of the transmitted pulse and the environmental
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Figure 8: Convolving transmitted laser pulses with the bathymetric-lidar transfer function
produces bathymetric return signals.
transfer function as the environmental response function. I call this signal the optical
domain signal for simplicity. Ramnath et. al [57] extended this model to account for
electronics, showing that optical domain signals are then convolved with the system
transfer function to produce digital signals similar to the one in Figure 6.
When viewed in the context of linear systems theory, then, the stretch factor in
Equation 2 can be thought of as a broadening of the transmitted pulse resulting from
its convolution with the BLTF. The two system parameters that affect this broad-
ening are the in-air, off-nadir angle, φA, and the system’s channel response function
(which I call the system transfer function in Figure 8) [37]. The in-air, off-nadir an-
gle, causing an inclined incidence of the pulse at the air-water interface and on the
seafloor, produces geometric stretching due to the pulse’s 3-meter footprint. The sys-
tem transfer function, which converts the incident optical signal to an electrical signal
also introduces stretching due to bandwidth limitations of each component [57]. The
environmental parameters that affect the stretching arise from in-water propagation,
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from the seafloor, and from the air-water interface. In-water propagation causes pulse
broadening because the beam spreads into an expanding cone as it travels deeper in
the water due to the water’s scattering properties (recall Figure 5). Thus, in-water
propagation produces depth-dependent pulse broadening that is difficult to charac-
terize [18]. The seafloor introduces pulse stretching when it is not uniform (rugose)
or when its orientation is not normal to the incident pulse. These seafloor charac-
teristics disperse incident photons differently than uniform, planar seafloors, causing
a broadening of the seafloor return. Seafloor rugosity and slope and their effects
on the observed signal have been explored and modeled with some success [58, 53].
The air-water interface introduces pulse stretching when it is not flat, though no
published work exists regarding this stretching. Intuitively from geometric optics,
irregular interfaces cause different parts of an incident beam to refract into the new
medium at different angles. In this case, different parts of the laser beam refract
into the water differently. While some work has been published regarding the correc-
tion of the system response and stretching due to inclined incidence [57] [53], there
is no published work regarding the correction of stretching effects due to irregular
air-water interfaces. This thesis introduces the first published technique correcting
stretching resulting from irregular air-water interfaces. Stretching caused by in-water
propagation and the seafloor is outside the scope of this thesis.
2.4 Assessing System Accuracy
Because ALB point clouds are used to make or update marine navigation charts, there
is growing interest in assessing their accuracy. In fact, International Hydrographic
Organization (IHO) standards for hydographic surveying actually require positioning
accuracy assessment for survey data [32]. Furthermore, NGA recently released a man-
date requiring 3D uncertainty assessments for every computed lidar point [34]. These
assessments are usually computed a posteriori by comparing the lidar points to those
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surveyed with shipborne acoustic systems. Drawbacks of this method are detailed in
Chapter 1. A more robust approach is to propagate measurement uncertainties onto
coordinates through a Total Propagated Uncertainty (TPU) framework.
Tuell [59] introduced such a framework for waveform-resolved ALB, yielding as-





ΣP : TPU matrix (3x3) filled with positional variances and covariances,
J : Jacobian matrix (3x17) formed with partial derivatives, and
ΣM : Cofactor matrix (17x17) formed with measurement variances and covariances.
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The order of variables used in these matrices is arbitrary, so long as it is consistent, but
I used the following order: κ, φ, ω, ∆κ, ∆φ, ∆ω, ∆X, ∆Y , ∆Z, NT , ET , DT , θ, φA,
3In this thesis, the notation σXσY is defined to mean cov(X,Y ).
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lA, lw, φw. The reason for this order becomes apparent in Chapter 3. Computation
with Equation 4 results in a TPU matrix containing the variances and covariances of








This procedure requires a priori knowledge of the variances and co-variances of
the measured data used in Equation 1 [33]. Although most of the variances can be
estimated from calibrations or are computed by the navigation system’s Kalman fil-
ter, many of the co-variances are unknown. For this reason, development of the full
matrix of Equation 6 is an important and active area of research because the robust
implementation of this error propagation fulfills IHO’s requirement of propagating
measurement uncertainties onto coordinates and fits nicely with NGA’s mandate re-
quiring 3D uncertainty assessments for every lidar point [34]. Assessments using this
model can be performed much quicker than acoustic validation campaigns, reducing
response time and cutting costs. In fact, the previously-mentioned “mixed-mode”
computing architecture that computes and visualizes coordinates at 40 kHz can also
compute ΣP for each lidar point as well [46]. This revolutionary capability can provide
ALB system operators instantaneous feedback regarding survey accuracy, instead of
waiting hours or days. By reducing ΣP to a single parameter, points in the cloud
may then be colored by their uncertainty. One possible color configuration would
be to color points that do not meet accuracy standards red and to color those that
do green. Operators may then easily locate areas with poor accuracy and re-survey
them if necessary. A possible accuracy metric could be SAS99 , a single scalar value
defined as the radius of a sphere centered at the true position, containing the position
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estimate in 3D, with the probability 99 percent [60]. It is computed as
SAS99 = 1.122(σN + σE + σD) (8)
where σN , σE, and σD are the standard deviations of the coordinates computed as
the square roots of the main diagonal of ΣP .
Another nice feature of this model is that it can identify and quantify each individ-
ual contribution to seafloor coordinate uncertainty. Consequently, system designers
may use this framework to identify error-prone aspects of the system and adjust them
accordingly by reducing their contributions. However, Tuell’s model does not include
air-water-interface measurement variances, as it assumes a flat air-water interface.
This assumption is not surprising; while some work has been published regarding
modeling the sea surface as a function of wind speed and depth [61, 62, 63] or as a
function of surface facets [64, 65] and its subsequent effects on transmission and steer-
ing into water, no published work details the uncertainty introduced by an irregular
air-water interface on a lidar’s refracted pointing vector. In Chapter 3, this thesis
derives a way to characterize an airborne lidar’s air-water-interface measurement un-
certainty and characterizes its effect on seafloor-coordinate positional uncertainty by
developing a new TPU framework.
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CHAPTER III
SEAFLOOR IMAGING USING A NOVEL LIDAR
SYSTEM
This chapter derives new math models to compute seafloor coordinates, to estimate
seafloor reflectance, and to assess ALB systems’ accuracy. These math models ro-
bustly account for sea surface effects and may be viewed as replacements for the
math models presented in Chapter 2. The chapter begins by specifically explaining
how wavy water surfaces affect ALB systems’ transmitted laser pulses. The chap-
ter then details a novel, hybrid-lidar processing architecture, wherein high-resolution
interface models constructed from Geiger-mode system measurements are registered
with co-temporal waveforms. The chapter then explains how data produced by this
new architecture may be used in the new coordinate-computation and reflectance-
estimation techniques to compensate for sea surface effects, enhancing ALB-systems’
seafloor imaging capabilities. Finally, the chapter concludes by detailing the new
accuracy assessment technique.
Transmitted lidar pulses interact with the air-water interface whose orientation
changes because of ocean waves. Sea surface topography (SST), i.e. the height, slope,
and complexity of the wave structure, depends on many different factors, which is
outside the scope of this work. However, in a general sense, ocean waves can be
classified into three different subsets relative to a transmitted pulse’s footprint on the
air-water interface: low-frequency waves, high-frequency waves, and waves resulting
from the superposition of low- and high-frequency waves. Low-frequency waves act as
tilted interfaces, steering the entire beam in a different direction than a flat air-water
interface would. High-frequency waves act as dispersive interfaces, steering different
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Figure 9: Uncompensated variation in air-water interface orientation causes seafloor co-
ordinate error.
parts of the beam in different directions. This can also result in an overall change of
the beam trajectory. Superposed waves steer and disperse transmitted pulses.
Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 9 in which the air-water interface is tilted.
This represents the case of a pulse interacting with a low-frequency wave. The lidar’s
transmitted beam is steered to a different position on the seafloor because of the non-
flat tilted orientation. In general, low-frequency tilts can have arbitrary orientation,
as opposed to the in-plane tilt in Figure 9. This means that the beam’s refracted
trajectory can be steered arbitrarily, consistent with Snell’s Law, after interacting
with the interface. In the context of this example, arbitrary surface tilt may produce
coordinates that do not lie in the plane of this page. Instead, they may lie in or out of
the page depending on the tilt’s 3D orientation. The current coordinate-computation
technique, Equation 1, only allows the transmitted pulse to vary in one direction,
which is along the path of the incident vector. This limitation arises because of the
flat-water assumption and does not accommodate a scenario in which the interface
steers the beam in some other direction.
High-frequency waves contain SST features smaller than the laser’s footprint.
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Figure 10: High-frequency SST steers and disperses incident laser beams.
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When beams interact with these types of interfaces instead of flat interfaces, they
are steered to different positions on the seafloor and dispersed into wider beams. Fig-
ure 10 contains a theoretical scenario illustrating these effects. Here, a laser beam
divided into 256 rays interacts with a high-frequency sinusoidal surface with SST
oriented parallel to the pointing vector. For comparison, an identical laser beam,
called the reference beam, interacts with an assumed flat surface. In this example,
the beam interacting with the high-frequency wavy surface is steered to a seafloor
position centered 50 cm away from the reference beam and is also enlarged by 25
cm. Not accounting for these effects causes inaccurate seafloor-coordinate computa-
tion. As with low-frequency tilts, high-frequency structures at the interface can be
oriented arbitrarily, producing a refracted beam whose direction can not be predicted
by Equation 1. Clearly, the underlying flat-water assumption must be removed for
systems to compute accurate seafloor coordinates.
To account for wavy surfaces properly, Equation 1 must be generalized to allow
for arbitrary refracted trajectories into the water. One approach to achieving this
is introducing a forward-starboard-down reference frame at the intersection of the
reference ray and air-water interface, oriented with X-axis parallel to the pointing
vector. Then, the transformation of coordinates model of Equation 1 can be extended
to account for irregular interfaces by introducing an X-rotation through an angle































φw : in-water steering angle parallel to the pointing vector
ωw : in-water steering angle orthogonal to the pointing vector.
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Figure 11: Arbitrary surface orientation produces a refracted beam with components
parallel and perpendicular to the lidar’s pointing vector.
The last two rotations in Equation 9 are shown about in-water steering angles
that allow for an arbitrary refracted trajectory. For the simple case of a flat air-
water interface, ωw is 0, and φw can be computed using Snell’s Law, which results in
Equation 9 simplifying to Equation 1. For the case of a non-flat, air-water interface,
these angles are not directly observable and φw can no longer be computed with
Snell’s Law. Instead, they must be expressed in terms of the known scanner angle
and in-air, off-nadir angle pertinent to a particular lidar and the air-water interface’s
orientation. Figure 11 shows perspective views of the pointing vector, the incident
vector, the refracted vector, φw, and ωw in the presence of an arbitrarily tilted surface.
Clearly, φw accounts for the refracted vector’s component parallel to the pointing
vector and ωw accounts for the refracted vector’s component perpendicular to the
pointing vector.
The next section details an ALB system that measures SST co-temporally with
sufficient resolution to improve its seafloor imaging capabilities. Specifically, co-
temporal high-resolution interface measurements from an infrared, TOF, Geiger-mode
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lidar are used with a green, linear-mode, waveform-resolved system. This novel, hy-
brid lidar can construct digital surface models (DSMs) from its interface measure-
ments, ray trace through the DSMs, and estimate φw and ωw. These angles may then
be used in Equation 9 to compute accurate seafloor coordinates even in the pres-
ence of waves. This lidar also uses the DSMs to estimate interface-induced stretching
for each pulse, a new advancement in the field of ALB, which may then be used to
improve seafloor reflectance estimates.
3.1 A Novel, Hybrid lidar
Current ALB systems do not robustly account for sea surface effects when computing
seafloor coordinates and estimating seafloor reflectance. The primary reason is be-
cause they lack high-resolution, co-temporal measurements of the air-water interface.
Single-wavelength systems have no more than a few measurements with which to re-
construct the air-water interface a posteriori to improve the refracted beam’s in-water
trajectory; dual-wavelength systems add a few more measurements with their higher
interface sampling rates using an IR laser, but the resolution is still poor. In either
case, the amount of coordinate improvement by performing a posteriori correction is
unknown. Furthermore, neither single- nor dual-wavelength systems have sufficient
surface resolution to correct for interface-induced pulse stretching from irregular in-
terfaces.
One way to increase a system’s surface resolution is to use an IR, array-based, TOF
lidar. Figure 12 depicts this scenario. Each pixel in the TOF array returns ranges
within its unique FOV, creating many co-temporal measurements across a wide spatial
extent. These measurements would originate from IR backscatter at or near the
water surface because IR wavelengths have very high attenuation in water [61]. The
resulting TOF values, then, describe each pixel’s distance to the air-water interface
and may be used to produce coordinates that lie on the water surface. Surface
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Figure 12: Array-based TOF lidars operating in the IR may be used to produce co-
temporal surface measurements over a wide spatial extent.
coordinate resolution then becomes a design decision, depending on transmitted beam
divergence, receiver FOV, and sensor resolution. While TOF lidar noise is normally
a concern for volumetric scattering applications like ALB, the surface-concentrated
infrared backscatter acts more like a “hard target” problem, to which TOF lidars are
more suited.
Waveform-resolved ALB systems using the method just described could poten-
tially improve their seafloor imaging capabilities. If densely spaced, the co-temporal
surface coordinates may be used to reconstruct the air-water interface with high res-
olution for each pulse, allowing a system to compute the beam’s refracted in-water
trajectory more accurately and to estimate the seafloor’s reflectance better. To this
end, Georgia Tech Research Institute’s (GTRI) Electro-Optical Systems Laboratory
(EOSL) designed and built a novel lidar that augments a waveform-resolved, linear-
mode system with a TOF, Geiger-mode lidar. This is believed to be the world’s first
hybrid lidar. This system, shown in Figure 13, is referred to as the Pathfinder lidar
and was built fully with internal research and development funds. Its design and build
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Figure 13: The Pathfinder lidar, augmented with a Geiger-mode lidar, uses high-resolution
SST measurements to improve the accuracy of the seafloor coordinates it computes.
involved over 25 EOSL employees, requiring electrical, mechanical, optical, and com-
puter engineering expertise. My contribution to Pathfinder was developing its unique,
hybrid processing architecture, wherein novel algorithms operate on Geiger-mode and
linear-mode data simultaneously.
Pathfinder combines a green, waveform-resolved, linear-mode lidar with a 32x32-
element, IR, Geiger-Mode, Avalanche Photodiode (GmAPD) 3D camera. It uses a
2-kHz Nd:YAG laser that produces co-located beams of 1064-nm and 532-nm wave-
length. The beams are purposefully separated by Pathfinder’s transmitting optics so
as to control each beam’s divergence independently. In Figure 13, the green and IR
transmitters are identified by labels “1” and “3”, respectively. Pathfinder is a bi-axial
system; the green receiver, identified by label “2”, does not use the same optical path
as the transmitter. Bi-axial configurations are uncommon in ALB because of align-
ment and calibration difficulties [66]. However, they are cheaper to implement than
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co-axial configurations, the preferred method in ALB, which is why Pathfinder is bi-
axial. The green receiver is non-segmented, focusing all of its captured photons onto
a 532-nm-sensitive, Hamamatsu, R9880 PMT, whose current output is amplified by
a DC-coupled, transimpedance amplifier (TIA). The amplifier’s output voltage serves
as the input to an Agilent M9703A digitizer, which is part of the “mixed-mode” com-
puting architecture detailed in [46]. Pathfinder is also bi-axial in another sense, as
the IR receiver, the GmAPD camera, is separated from the IR transmit path. Again,
cost considerations drove this design. The GmAPD camera is an engineering-grade
device manufactured by Princeton Lightwave [67]. It is a 1064-nm-sensitive, array-
based, TOF imaging system. The camera’s internal circuitry detects single-photon
events with 250-ps timing resolution across its FPA, producing TOF values that are
read directly into Pathfinder’s computing architecture via camera link.
When synchronized with a laser, GmAPD cameras produce an array of TOF mea-
surements within their field-of-view for each transmitted pulse [25]. By co-locating
the green and IR beams on the water surface and by setting the IR receiver’s FOV
appropriately, GmAPD cameras may perform thousands of air-water interface mea-
surements in the green beam’s vicinity. The maximum number depends on the cam-
era’s resolution, which is 32x32 for Pathfinder’s GmAPD camera. Importantly, each
camera pixel reports only one TOF value, corresponding to the time it detects its
first photon. Pixels cannot record another photon event until the camera is reset and
armed for the next transmitted pulse. Because IR backscatter is concentrated at or
near the air-water-interface, most TOF values reported by the GmAPD correspond to
detected photons originating from there. Figure 14 depicts a scenario in which an IR,
GmAPD camera operates concurrently with a green, waveform-resolved lidar. Both
systems are synchronized with an Nd:YAG laser, whose IR beam is diverged larger
than the green’s. Here, the Geiger-mode lidar’s goal is to compute surface coordi-
nates from the TOF values its camera reports. Because the IR beam is larger than
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Figure 14: A hybrid system’s IR channel may be used to measure low- and high-frequency
SST in the green beam’s vicinity.
the green beam, the camera can detect both low- and high-frequency SST. The water
surface and its orientation may then be reconstructed and used in the waveform-
resolved-lidar’s processing algorithms to compute accurate seafloor coordinates even
in the presence of waves. Figure 15 graphically explains this procedure. Pathfinder
is designed to operate like this.
An important design decision for a hybrid system using the procedure outlined in
Figure 15 is the spatial resolution of surface coordinates. Pathfinder’s GmAPD cam-
era resolution is fixed at 32x32 elements, so the two remaining system parameters that
affect the surface resolution are the transmitted beam’s divergence and the GmAPD
camera’s FOV. For a typical deployment scenario, the green beam is approximately
3-meters in diameter at the water surface. This means that the IR beam and the
camera FOV should be larger than 3 meters at the water surface to enable detection
of both low- and high-frequency SST. Figure 16 shows one possible configuration of
the camera FOV and the green and IR beams on the water surface. Here, the cam-
era’s FOV on the surface is a square with 4-meter sides. Its area encompasses the
green beam, sampling both inside and outside the green footprint. Importantly, it is
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Figure 15: A hybrid lidar system may register high-resolution SST measurements with
green path-length measurements to compute accurate seafloor coordinates.
also smaller than the IR beam’s footprint, sampling only within the IR-illuminated
area. Since there are 1024 pixels in the TOF array, the resulting surface resolution
is 64 points-per-meter-squared. Given that a green footprint with 3-meter diameter
has an area of approximately 7 meters-squared, this configuration can produce up to
448 sub-footprint SST measurements from a single transmitted pulse! This degree of
surface resolution is a marked improvement from the one, or handful, of sub-footprint
SST measurements conventional waveform-resolved systems can produce. The next
section discusses how these measurements may be leveraged to model the air-water
interface.
3.2 Air-water interface modeling
SST measurements produced by hybrid systems are critical to computing a green
pulse’s refracted trajectory into water. SST coordinates and normal vectors computed
from them may be used to construct DSMs of the air-water interface. Interface
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Figure 16: A hybrid lidar system may register high-resolution SST measurements with
green path-length measurements to compute accurate seafloor coordinates.
coordinates may be computed using photogrammetric principles to project GmAPD
focal-plane coordinates in the image space to SBF coordinates in the object space.







= RZ(θ)RY (φA)~pi,jlAi,j , (10)
where subscripts i and j designate a pixel’s row and column in the FPA; ~pi,j is a unit
vector describing the <i, j>-th pixel’s “positive” projection from the image space to
the object space; and, lAi,j is the <i, j>-th pixel’s detected TOF value converted to


















x : <i, j>-th pixel’s vertical offset from FPA’s principal point,
y : <i, j>-th pixel’s horizontal offset from FPA’s principal point, and
f : GmAPD camera’s focal length.
Here, image space offsets, x and y, are positive upward and rightward, respectively,
from the principal point of the array. Since f is positive in Equation 11, the algebraic
signs of image-space and object-space coordinates are the same. Thus, each pixel of
the array has a ~pi,j that projects it to object space coordinates in the same relative
quadrant. For example, pixel <1,1>, the upper left pixel of the array, projects up and
to the left of [0, 0, 1]T . This convention applies to cameras whose circuitry outputs
non-inverted, non-reversed digital images. Coordinates computed using this method
lie in the same coordinate space as the green, waveform-resolved coordinates. 1 Hence,
DSMs constructed from them may be used when modeling the green beam’s refraction
at the air-water interface.
In [66], Guida shows that the air-water interface may be reconstructed as a DSM
using GmAPD coordinates. In that work, multiple pulses of the laser were used to
generate the SST, containing surface location and orientation for each pixel in the
GmAPD array, and the lidar was stationary, which is not true for ALB applications.
This thesis presents an alternative method to generate DSMs of the air-water-interface
with a hybrid lidar that removes the stationary assumption. To accomplish this,
several aspects of the method described in [66] were removed: (1) TOF averaging when
1This is true for co-axial ALB systems. For bi-axial arrangements, GmAPD coordinates, as well
as green coordinates, should be transformed to geodetic ones using Equation 24 to lie in the same
coordinate space.
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computing surface coordinates; (2) TOF filtering; and, (3) the convolution-based
surface-normal computation. These methods reduce the noise inherent to Geiger-
mode data but are inapplicable to mobile systems because they rely on the GmAPD
camera imaging the same scene for every pulse. For mobile systems, the location of the
GmAPD-imaged scene changes every pulse, necessitating pulse-specific, coordinate-
computation and noise-reduction techniques. Coordinates computed from individual
TOF values though have much higher noise than coordinates computed from averaged
TOF values. Consequently, reducing noise and constructing accurate DSMs is even
more challenging in this scenario. Recognizing the need for a noise reduction strategy
and for handling 3D spatial displacement of the lidar between pulses, I developed
the following DSM-construction method: (1) use coincidence processing to reduce
TOF noise; (2) compute surface coordinates for each pulse and aggregate them into
an accumulator array; and, (3) compute surface normal vector from the accumulator
array coordinates.
The first step in my method is to use co-incidence processing to reduce TOF noise.
Coincidence-processing techniques are a suite of algorithms specific to Geiger-mode
systems that reduce their measurement noise [68, 69]. One effective technique is called
histogram trimming, wherein only time bin values falling within a specified range gate
are accepted. The upper and lower bounds of the range gate can be set a priori, when
information about the scene is known, and can be actively updated as pointing and
navigation parameters change. The width of this range gate directly affects the noise
of the computed in-air ranges. For Pathfinder, the average standard deviation (i.e.
noise) of a pixel’s computed TOF is 1.43 ns when imaging the water surface. This
statistic was determined from 20,000 flat-surface measurements using a range gate of
70 time bins equally spaced by 250 ps (this range gate was chosen a posteriori by
viewing the actual histogram data and accepting all of the time bin values associated
with the normal distribution about the water surface). Assuming the center of the
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range gate was situated at the water surface, 70 time bins corresponds to a spatial
range-gate width of 2.3 m (1.31 m above the surface and 0.99 m beneath the surface).
This large width contributes to the very noisy nature of the GmAPD measurements.
Ideally, range gates should be decreased to very small regions, on the order of a few
centimeters, above and below the water surface to decrease Geiger-mode noise.
Since Pathfinder’s green and IR channels are synchronized, it is possible to reduce
GmAPD TOF noise by using green channel measurements as a heuristic in accom-
plishing the histogram trimming. Specifically, the green measurements recorded si-
multaneously with the IR data may be used to set the appropriate range gate when
histogram-trimming the Geiger-mode data. Since Pathfinder’s green surface measure-
ment has a standard deviation of 220 ps, choosing Geiger-mode data within a range
gate of +/- 2*220 ps about the green water surface measurement would result in ac-
cepting only photons directly arising from the water surface. This 880-ps gate width,
representing a 2σ confidence interval about the green channel’s surface measurement,
corresponds to a gate width of 3.52 time bins (recall that the GmAPD has 250-ps
time-bin resolution). Since the GmAPD only reports time bin values as integers,
a range gate width of 4 time bins is used to accept all appropriate time bin mea-
surements. Using this hybrid, histogram-trimming technique, the average standard
deviation of a pixel’s TOF value decreased to 280 ps. This measurement uncertainty
is now on the same order as the linear-mode system, and shows the considerable ben-
efits of using this novel, hybrid technique. It is important to note, however, that this
method cannot be performed en masse for all pixels due to focal-plane-dependent
differences in the traveled distance of photons. Instead, it must be performed on a
per-pixel basis, as explained next.
Consider a typical airborne deployment scenario with the following specifications:
altitude = 400 m; IR receiver FOV = 40 mrad; and, system off-nadir angle = 20
degrees. Furthermore, assume the transmitted beam is co-aligned with the center
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of the IR and green receiver FOVs. If the water surface is perfectly flat, the green
surface measurement, centered in the IR FOV, would report, on average, an lA value
of 425.67 m. Say, for this example, this distance is calibrated to correspond to a
Geiger-mode time bin value of 2000 time bins. If this green measurement were used
to gate a GmAPD frame en masse using the discussed hybrid approach, then only
time bins from 1998-2002 would be accepted (corresponding to lA values of 425.595
m - 425.745 m). While this range gate would work in the center of the array, it would
not work toward the edges of the Geiger-mode array because photons striking these
pixels travel different distances. Specifically, photons striking pixels closer to nadir
will travel shorter distances and photons striking pixels farther from nadir will travel
longer distances. In this example, the closest pixel toward nadir in line with the
center of the array would report, on average, an lA value of 422.67 m; the furthest
pixel away from nadir in line with the center of the array would report, on average,
an lA value of 428.88 m. It is immediately evident that photons arising from the
water surface that strike these pixels will not be accepted by the established range
gate since they are outside the range of 425.595 m - 425.745 m. Therefore, each pixel
must have its own unique range gate to accept the appropriate photons.
When the imaged scene is fixed, pixel-dependent range gates may be established
a priori based on geometry. For example, in the case of a flat water surface and a
stationary lidar, the distance from each pixel to the water surface is known, allowing
appropriate range gates to be set for each pixel. However, when the imaged scene
is changing, the lidar’s location is changing, or if both are changing, the range gates
must be updated appropriately to accept the correct photons arising from the water
surface. One way to do this is to estimate the low frequency content of the water
surface from a series of green surface measurements. For example, a planar surface
normal may be estimated from 3 or more non-linear surface measurements. Using this
information in tandem with the lidar’s pointing and navigation parameters, distances
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to the water surface across the FPA may be estimated and range gates may be set
appropriately. In this way, appropriate low frequency content may be parsed out of
the noisy Geiger-mode data. Importantly, because the range gate accepts photons in
the vicinity of the low-frequency content, the high-frequency content superimposed on
the low frequency content is also accepted. Thus, this technique significantly reduces
the noise of Pathfinder’s IR channel by restricting the range gate width on a per-pixel
basis.
After reducing TOF noise, the next step in constructing interface DSMs is to com-
pute coordinates using Equation 10 for every pulse. The resulting coordinates may
then be aggregated into an accumulator array. Accumulator arrays are rasterized
coordinate arrays that leverage spatial averaging to reduce noise. Their resolution is
user-definable, but is typically smaller than the camera’s FPA resolution. Using an
accumulator array is advantageous because it allows coordinates computed from mul-
tiple, adjacent pulses to reduce system noise further. Accumulator array values are
computed by averaging coordinates that fall within accumulator-array pixel bound-
aries. Figure 17 illustrates this process for a 2x2 accumulator array. Here, a collection
of SBF coordinates have been computed using Equation 10. An accumulator array
is established by setting a 2x2 grid in the SBF, designating the boundaries of each
accumulator array pixel. Each pixel’s value may then be computed by averaging the
coordinates that fall within its boundaries. In this example, pixel-[1, 1] is the average
of 6 coordinates; pixel-[1, 2] is the average of 3 coordinates; pixel-[2, 1] is the average
of 3 coordinates; and, pixel-[2, 2] is the average of 5 coordinates. The accumulator-
array pixel values are SBF coordinates that are less noisy than those computed using
Equation 10, but they come at the expense of reduced surface resolution. Clearly,
there is a trade space between accumulator array resolution and noise. This is eval-




































































Once the accumulator array coordinates are produced, the final step in creating
interface DSMs is to compute surface normal vectors from the coordinates. Two
common approaches are Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) [70] and Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) [71]. Both methods support computing one or multiple surface
normals from the interface coordinates. OLS methods operate by minimizing the sum
of squared residuals between computed coordinates and an assumed surface. PCA
methods operate by performing an eigenvector analysis on the coordinates. In three-
space, the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue is the vector normal
to the coordinates. The results of using OLS and PCA to compute surface normals
for DSMs are analyzed in Chapter 4. For completeness, however, I show how OLS
may be used to compute a planar surface normal below.
First, assume accumulator-array SBF coordinates (x,y,z) can be expressed by the
plane equation
z = Ax+By + C (12)
where, A, B, and C are the x-, y-, and z-components of the vector normal to the
plane. Since Equation 12 is a scaled form of the traditional plane equation, assume
C has been scaled to take a value of -1 (negative to account for z positive in down-
ward direction). Next, subtract the mean coordinate (x̄, ȳ, z̄) from each accumulator
array coordinate to eliminate C, and establish a linear system of equations, shown in
Equation 13 as

x1 − x̄ y1 − ȳ
x2 − x̄ y2 − ȳ
. .
. .














where, n is the number of accumulator array coordinates. For the 2x2 example shown








x1 − x̄ y1 − ȳ
x2 − x̄ y2 − ȳ
. .
. .













The OLS solution coefficients A and B may be used together with C to form the








This normal vector represents the best planar model of the accumulator array coor-
dinates in a least-squares sense. If a unit surface-normal vector is desired, ~v may be
















The next two sections discuss applications of Pathfinder’s air-water-interface mod-
eling capability: (1) geometric reconstruction of seafloor coordinates, and (2) radio-
metric restoration of seafloor reflectance estimates.
3.3 Geometric Reconstruction
When the air-water interface is flat, seafloor coordinates computed by ALB systems
contain no interface-induced steering errors. That is, when the air-water interface is
known to be flat, Equation 1 can be used to compute seafloor coordinates with no
error arising from the air-water interface. However, the air-water interface is rarely
flat, as gravity and capillary waves create low- and high-frequency structures on the
interface. These irregular air-water interfaces refract a system’s laser pulse differently
than flat interfaces, causing seafloor-coordinate computation error if Equation 1 is
used instead of Equation 9. However, Equation 9 requires knowing φw and ωw, which
are not directly observable for the case of non-flat, air-water interfaces. As a result,
these angles must be expressed in terms of the known scanner angle and in-air, off-
nadir angle pertinent to a particular lidar and the air-water interface’s orientation.
To derive expressions for these angles, start with Equation 9 and extract the SBF





















Next, convert the SBF coordinate equation into vector notation by factoring out lA
and lW from their respective terms and labeling the matrix-vector products as ~i and







= lA~i+ lW~r (20)
where,













Here,~i may be interpreted as the incident unit vector on the water surface, and ~r may
be interpreted as the in-water, refracted unit vector. In the SBF, computing ~i relies
only on knowing systems’ scanner and off-nadir angles. ALB systems may therefore
determine it for every laser pulse. On the other hand, computing ~r relies on knowing
systems’ scanner angle and the in-water angles φw and ωw. As previously mentioned,
these angles are not directly observable, meaning systems may not determine ~r using
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Equation 22 directly. Instead, systems may use Snell’s law, extended to three dimen-
sions. In [72], Glassner shows that the refracted vector lies in the plane whose normal










k = − ~ns ·~i
η = nair/nwater
~i : incident unit vector
~ns : surface-normal unit vector, and
~r : refracted unit vector.
Equation 23 shows that the refracted unit vector depends on the incident unit vector
and the surface-normal unit vector. Thus, computing ~r relies on knowing system
parameters as well as the air-water-interface’s 3D orientation. Systems that produce
co-temporal, high-resolution SST measurements may estimate ~ns and use Equation 23
to compute ~r. Once ~r is known, Equation 20 may be used to compute SBF seafloor


























Using this method, φw and ωw are implicitly computed when evaluating Equation 23.





















where, ~r = [rx, ry, rz]
T .
A hybrid lidar system, like Pathfinder, is well suited to use this coordinate com-
putation approach. Unlike current ALB systems that may only assume refracted
trajectories based on incident vectors, Pathfinder may use its IR, Geiger-mode mea-
surements to compute high-resolution DSMs of the water surface using the method
outlined in Section 3.2. The DSM coordinates and the normal vectors computed from
them enables Pathfinder to measure~i and ~ns simultaneously, allowing for computation
of the refracted unit vector using Equation 23. Pathfinder’s processing architecture
was developed to accomplish this, as shown in Figure 18. In this hybrid processing
architecture, the green, linear-mode, waveform-resolved channel operates in parallel
with the IR, Geiger-mode channel. The green channel operates as it would conven-
tionally: green backscattered photons are detected, amplified, and digitized before
being sent to the CPU. The IR channel, which I designed to supplement the existing
green channel, is responsible for collecting interface measurements and computing
interface DSMs. The GmAPD camera collects IR backscattered photons and de-
termines TOF measurements for each pixel in its focal plane array. Interface DSM
coordinates and normals are then computed and registered with co-temporal green
channel data. Finally, the registered green and IR data is passed to the GPU, where
seafloor coordinates are rapidly computed in parallel using Equation 24.
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Figure 18: Combining a linear-mode system with a Geiger-mode system allows for com-
puting seafloor coordinates that account for air-water interface orientation.
3.4 Radiometric Restoration
Waveform-resolved ALB systems can estimate seafloor reflectance at the laser’s wave-
length by inverting the radiative transfer equation and solving for ρ (Equation 2). As
discussed in Section 2.3, this inversion involves radiometrically calibrating the system
and constraining the inversion with assumptions and estimates of various parameters.
Importantly, the detected backscatter from a transmitted pulse may be viewed as the
output of a linear, shift-variant system. The transmitted pulse, itself a convolution
of a unit impulse with the laser’s pulse shape, is convolved with the lidar’s impulse
response function and the shift-variant BLTF (Figure 8) to produce the observed
signal. A mathematical model describing this relationship is shown in Equation 27
as
g = f ∗ hBLTF = (δ ∗ hirf ∗ hlaser) ∗ hBLTF (27)
where f is the unit-impulse convolved with the lidar’s impulse response function (hirf )
and laser pulse shape (hlaser), hBLTF is the BLTF, and g is the observed signal. The
lidar’s impulse response function accounts for all radiometric losses the transmitted
pulse undergoes during its roundtrip path to the seafloor. The BLTF describes the
cascades of transfer functions, in the optical and electrical domains, that affect the
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observed signal’s shape. It is shift-variant because, among other things, the air-water
interface changes for each pulse. Equation 28 expresses it as a convolution of its two
components, the environmental transfer function and the system transfer function:
hBLTF = henv ∗ hsys (28)
where, henv is the environmental transfer function and hsys is the ALB-system transfer
function.
The BLTF’s individual transfer functions affect ALB system performance by intro-
ducing distortion and noise to the observed signal. System-component transfer func-
tions are often well known and can be modeled to simulate their effect on detected
signals [57]; however, environmental transfer functions are not as well understood.
These transfer functions have noise components and signal-stretching components
[37]. While noise profiles arising from solar background, glinting off the water sur-
face, and upwelling radiance from the water column are modeled well [44], stretching
effects from the air-water interface and water-column scattering are not. Some work
has been published regarding water-column stretching [73, 37], but very little has
been published about stretching induced by the interface.
Stretching from the air-water-interface transfer function arises from temporal in-
teraction with the interface that is longer than the pulse’s temporal extent. In other
words, for a pulse with 2-ns temporal extent, air-water-interface stretching occurs
when interface interaction is longer than 2 ns. This is almost always true, meaning
nearly all ALB signals contain some interface-induced stretching. The lone excep-
tion is when the interface is oriented perfectly normal to the transmitted pulse. In
this case, the air-water-interface transfer function is an impulse, which introduces no
stretching when convolved with an input. In all other cases, the air-water-interface
transfer function is a function with some other shape, causing a broadening of the
detected signal’s temporal extent.
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The main cause of interface-induced broadening is geometric stretching. Because
systems employ off-nadir pointing angles, inclined incidence stretches the pulse con-
sistent with the geometry. Here, the time required for the pulse to pass through the
interface is directly related to its angle of incidence relative to the interface. For a
tilted interface oriented along the pointing vector and containing no high-frequency
content, the interaction time may be expressed as





tpulse : temporal extent of pulse,
wbeam : spatial extent of pulse at interface,
c : speed of light in air, and
θinc : angle of incidence relative to interface’s normal vector.
Equation 29 shows that when pulses are normally incident to the interface (θinc = 0),
their interaction time is equal to their temporal extent. However, when pulses are
inclined relative to the interface (θinc 6= 0), their interaction time is greater than
their temporal extent by an amount equal to wbeam
c
tan θinc. This value represents the





Using the fact that the pulse’s wavefront bends across the interface to maintain con-
tinuity, the interface’s stretching function may be modeled as a triangle function [50],
whose temporal width is equal to tstretch. When θinc is 0, tstretch is 0, effectively mak-
ing the triangle an impulse. When θinc is nonzero, tstretch depends on the beam’s
spatial footprint and its angle of incidence.
A system’s beam divergence, flying height, and off-nadir angle together with the
ALB-community’s flat-water assumption establish the triangle function modeling the
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air-water-interface. For a system flying at 400 m and using a 20-degree off-nadir angle




tan 20◦ = 3.6ns, (31)
where the beam’s spatial extent, wbeam, is computed as the major axis of an ellipse
oriented parallel to the pointing vector. This stretch value may then be used as
the triangle function’s width, and the resulting triangle function models the air-
water-interface transfer function for this ALB system. As discussed in Section 2.3,
uncompensated stretching degrades seafloor reflectance estimates. Therefore, the
stretching introduced by this transfer function may be removed by deconvolving it
from the observed signal. However, this deconvolution kernel is only valid when
the interface is flat because Equation 30 only allows tstretch to vary as a function
of system parameters. This limitation does not accommodate a scenario in which
the interface incidence angle and the system’s off-nadir angle are different, occurring
when the interface is tilted. This limitation also does not accommodate a scenario
in which high-frequency SST structures exist on the interface. Therefore, a new
formulation is needed that compensates for the air-water interface. Hybrid systems,
like Pathfinder, that construct high-resolution DSMs of the air-water-interface while
detecting waveform-resolved signals offer a path to accomplishing this.
To derive a new formulation using cotemporally-constructed DSMs, first start by
expanding the BLTF’s environmental component in Equation 28 into its constituent
transfer functions, shown in Equation 32 as
hBLTF = (hatm ∗ hint ∗ hwc ∗ hsf ) ∗ hsys (32)
where:
hatm : atmospheric transfer function
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hint : air-water-interface transfer function,
hwc : water-column transfer function, and
hsf : seafloor transfer function.
Next, rearrange and group the right-hand-side of Equation 31 as
hBLTF = hint ∗ hrest (33)
where hrest = hatm ∗hwc ∗hsf ∗hsys. Equation 33 purposefully separates the air-water-
interface transfer function from the rest of the individual transfer functions, which
are then grouped into hrest. Next, Equation 33 may be substituted into Equation 27,
resulting in
g = f ∗ (hint ∗ hrest). (34)
For flat air-water interfaces, hint is known. It is a triangle function with temporal
width computed by Equation 30. Therefore, the only unknown term in Equation
34 is hrest; it may be estimated using a system identification approach. The Fourier
transform of Equation 34 to transform to the frequency domain, as shown in 35,
Gflat = FHintflatHrest (35)






F is the Fourier transform of the transmitted pulse,
Gflat is the Fourier transform of an observed waveform, gflat, arising from flat
air-water interfaces, and
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Hintflat is the Fourier transform of a flat, air-water-interface transfer function.
Since hintflat is a triangle in the time domain, Hintflat is a sinc
2 in the frequency do-
main. The inverse Fourier transform may then be applied to Equation 36, estimating







Equation 37 may be evaluated during flat interface conditions to estimate hrest. De-
termining flat interface conditions may be accomplished by using co-temporal SST
measurements. DSMs constructed from these measurements contain surface normal
vectors describing the interface’s orientation. Since a hybrid system like Pathfinder
registers DSM data with each transmitted pulse, observed waveforms whose regis-
tered DSM data satisfies a “flatness” threshold may be treated as gflat waveforms.
Taking the Fourier transform of gflat enables evaluation of Equation 37.
Next, assume the air-water interface is wavy. This changes the Fourier transform
of Equation 34. The new result may be written as
Gwavy = FHintwavyHrest (38)
where
Hintwavy is the Fourier transform of the wavy, air-water-interface transfer func-
tion, and
Gwavy is the Fourier transform of an observed waveform, gwavy, arising from the
wavy air-water interface.
Since Ĥrest from the flat interface analysis estimates Hrest, Equation 36 may be sub-






This expression may then be simplified and rearranged to estimate Hintwavy , shown





The final step is to take the inverse Fourier transform of Equation 40, resulting in the







This equation may then be used to estimate the air-water-interface transfer function
during non-flat conditions. However, the analysis used to reach this result assumes
hrest is constant across pulses. This is obviously not true because the water-column
and seafloor transfer functions are shift-variant. However, this assumption may be
removed by restricting gwavy and gflat to their respective interface return signals.
Doing this removes the contributions of the shift-variant transfer functions, hwc and
hsf , to hrest. Now, the only transfer functions contributing to hrest are the atmospheric
transfer function (hatm) and the system transfer function (hsys). As a simplifying
assumption, these transfer functions are treated as constant, and Equation 41 may be
used to estimate wavy, air-water-interface transfer functions. In turn, these estimates
of interface transfer functions can be used to improve seafloor reflectance estimates
either by deconvolving them from the full, waveform-resolved signal or by using their
temporal extent to improve STF estimates used in Equation 3. Chapter 4 contains
results evaluating this method.
The new formulation for determining air-water-interface transfer functions out-
lined in this Section only uses the high-resolution, co-temporal SST measurements to
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Figure 19: The angle between the incident vector and the interface’s normal vector de-
termines the amount of stretching incident beams experience when interacting with low-
frequency tilted interfaces.
determine flat interface conditions. Then, evaluating many equations ensues to pro-
duce the transfer function estimate. A far superior method in terms of computational
complexity, and possibly accuracy, would be to estimate the stretch function directly
from the spatial-domain DSM construction. To the best of my knowledge, this has
not been done. In this work, I discuss the simplest case of low-frequency tilts.
Consider the case shown in Figure 19.Here, a low-frequency tilted interface is ori-
ented along the pointing vector (i.e. in the XZ-plane). This interface is tilted toward
the system at a 10-degree angle. Further, assume the same system parameters used
for Equation 31 (i.e. altitude = 400 m, off-nadir angle = 20◦, and beam divergence =
7 mrad). If this system uses high-resolution SST measurements to construct accurate
DSMs, the DSM produced for this case should be very close to a planar surface whose
normal vector is tilted toward the system at a 10-degree angle. Upon recognizing this
planar surface, a system could evaluate Equation 30 with θinc computed as
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θinc = arccos(~i · ~ns) (42)
where ~i is the incident unit vector and ~ns is the surface-normal unit vector produced
by the the DSM construction technique. For this simple example, perfect interface
reconstruction would produce thetainc = 10
◦, resulting in a computed stretch value
of 1.75ns. This value is equal to the true stretch value. Then when estimating ρ, it
may either be used to estimate STF in Equation 3 or used as the triangle function’s
temporal width and deconvolved from the observed signal. For comparison, had a
flat interface been assumed, the stretch value would have been 3.62ns, producing
inaccurate estimates of STF and the triangle function, both of which would cause
inaccurate estimates of ρ. Chapter 4 also contains results using this method.
This section and the previous one have shown how a hybrid system may use
DSMs of the air-water-interface to improve the accuracy of seafloor coordinate and
reflectance estimates. The next, and final, section of this Chapter details how to
characterize and assess the accuracy of such a system.
3.5 Determining System Accuracy
Deriving Equation 9 now makes it possible to characterize interface-induced error
that propagates to seafloor coordinates. Since irregular air-water interfaces steer
laser pulses to a position on the seafloor according to Equation 9, one way to quan-
tify interface-induced error is to compare the coordinates computed by Equation 9
and Equation 1 in the presence of waves. For simplicity, consider the case of a low-
frequency wave with structure only oriented along the pointing vector. Figure 20
shows the effect of varying the wave’s slope on the difference in coordinates com-
puted by the two equations for a flat seafloor. When failing to account for wavy
interfaces, Equation 1 results in coordinate error that linearly increases as depth in-
creases. Furthermore, as the wave’s slope increases, the rate of change in seafloor
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Figure 20: The magnitude of seafloor coordinate error resulting from a tilted surface
increases linearly as a function of in-water path length, with slope related to the magnitude
of the wave’s tilt.
coordinate error also increases. At a shallow depth of 10 meters, an uncompensated
wave slope of 30 degrees causes a seafloor coordinate error of roughly 1 meter. This
error magnitude would not meet IHO standards.
The errors computed in Figure 20 are only a function of air-water interface tilt.
Errors in lidar pointing and ranging, and in navigation, convolve with errors arising
from air-water interface effects to degrade the overall accuracy of seafloor coordinates.
Recognizing this, it is important to compensate for all errors as best possible, and to
quantify the total uncertainty (or accuracy) of an ALB system through propagation
of variances from all measurements onto the point coordinates. One way to do this is
to derive a new TPU model, based on Tuell’s model [59], to account for the air-water
interface . This can be done by starting with Equation 9 and deriving all of its partial
derivatives with respect to each variable. Then, all of the measurement variances and
covariances can be used to fill the measurement cofactor matrix. The result of this
process is similar to Equation 4, and is shown in Equation 43 as
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Σ̃P = J̃ΣM J̃T (43)
where:
Σ̃P : TPU matrix (3x3) filled with positional variances and covariances,
J̃ : Jacobian matrix (3x18) formed with partial derivatives, and
Σ̃M : Cofactor matrix (18x18) formed with measurement variances and co-variances.
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resulting in a new TPU matrix containing the variances and covariances of a point’s








In this formulation, the tildes over each matrix signify their change from Equation 4.
Specifically, the cofactor measurement matrix is now an 18x18-element matrix and
the Jacobian is a 3x18-element matrix after including the new variable ωw. These
changes produce different variance and covariance entries in Σ̃P compared to ΣP .
Additionally, though the navigation, pointing, and boresight-alignment measurement
variances and covariances do not change, the measurement variances and covariances
associated with φw do change in this model since φw is actually measured now, as
opposed to being computed directly from φA in Tuell’s method [59]. By arranging
the variables in the same order as the previous formulation and simply adding ωw to
the end, the upper 16x16 elements in this formulation are equivalent to the upper














Here, Σsys may be interpreted as the variances and covariances arising from mea-
surements of the “system”, such as navigation, pointing, and ranging measurements.
On the other hand, Σinterface may be interpreted as the variances and covariances
arising from air-water-interface measurements. Therefore, Equation 43 may be used
to identify and quantify how any measurement error, including air-water-interface
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measurement error, affects seafloor coordinate error. To do this, however, techniques
for computing the variances and covariances of φw and ωw must be developed to fill
their measurement cofactor-matrix entries appropriately.
Computing the measurement variances and covariances of φw and ωw requires de-
veloping explicit formulations for φw and ωw. For the OLS-based, DSM-construction
technique presented in Section 3.2, this may be done by first substituting ~ns, Equa-
tion 18, and ~i, Equation 21, into Equation 23 to solve for ~r. Then, the x-, y-, and
z-components of ~r may be used in Equation 25 and Equation 26, resulting in explicit
expressions for φw and ωw, shown as
φw = arcsin
(
η sin(θ) sin(φA) + χA√




ωw = − arcsin
(
η sin(θ) sin(φA)+χB√




χ : function of A,B, φA, and θ that can be found in Appendix A.
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These equations are formulated similarly to the TPU model presented previously in
this section. The partial derivatives of Equations 50 and 51 with respect to θ, φA,
A, and B fill the Jacobian matrix entries. Then, the measurement variances and
covariances of these variables are used to fill the measurement cofactor matrix, which
is identical for each equation. Combining these equations into one system produces
a 2x2 matrix that estimates Σinterface, shown in Equation 54 as
Σ̂interface =
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The diagonal entries of Σ̂interface are variance estimates of φw and ωw; the symmetric,
off-diagonal entry is their covariance estimate. The cofactor matrix entries associated
with θ and φA come from lidar pointing data, while entries associated with A and
B come from the DSM construction procedure. The latter reveals exactly what one
would expect: the accuracy of φw and ωw depends on the accuracy of the computed
normal vector, and by extension, the DSM interface measurements.
The variances and covariance of A and B must be computed to use Equation
54. For a hybrid lidar system, they depend on GmAPD interface measurements and
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the propagation of interface measurement variances through OLS. To compute them,
first recognize the OLS regression in Equation 13 is implicitly of the form f(~v, ~x) = 0,
where ~v is a vector of inputs and ~x is a vector of outputs. In this formulation, the
input vector, ~v, contains the coordinates used in the OLS regression; and, the output
vector, ~x, contains the normal vector coefficients, A and B. As shown in [74, 75], the







Σo : output covariance matrix,
Jo : partial of f with respect to the outputs,
ΣI : input covariance matrix, and
JI : partial of f with respect to the inputs.
Here, the input covariance matrix, ΣI , contains the variances and covariances of the
coordinates used in the OLS regression. The output covariance matrix, Σo, contains
the variances and covariances of A and B. In other words, Σo is the desired matrix.












For an OLS regression of n coordinates, ~v contains 3n entries. When ~v is arranged
such that, ~v = [x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, ..., xn, yn, zn]
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Jo = Asys =

x1 − x̄ y1 − ȳ
x2 − x̄ y2 − ȳ
. .
. .












where, Σi is the 3x3 TPU matrix of the ith surface coordinate in the OLS regres-
sion. Assuming independent coordinates, ΣI is a block diagonal matrix. Appendix
B contains these derivations. Using these results, evaluating Equation 56 estimates
the variances and covariance of A and B, which may be used to estimate air-water-
interface uncertainty, Σinterface. The estimate of Σinterface may then be used in the
new, 18x18 TPU formulation to compute seafloor coordinate uncertainty, Σ̃P , in the
presence of waves.
Although the listed equations in this process are specific to my DSM construction
technique, the process may be generalized to any ALB system estimating SST to
perform air-water-interface refraction. This generalized process is summarized as
follows:
(1) Determine the lidar’s in-air ranging variance to the air-water interface.
(2) Compute TPU matrix for each SST coordinate using upper 15x15 system in
Equation 4 or 43.
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(3) Propagate coordinate uncertainties through surface-normal computation proce-
dure to variances and covariances of surface normal components.
(4) Propagate surface normal uncertainty to air-water-interface uncertainty (i.e.
compute Σinterface).
(5) Propagate air-water-interface uncertainty to seafloor coordinate uncertainty us-
ing full, 18x18 system in Equation 43.
Equation numbers are not included for steps 3 and 4 because they are specific to a
system’s DSM construction technique. For the OLS-based method presented in this
thesis, step (3) corresponds to Equation 56 and step (4) corresponds to Equation
54. Nonetheless, this process represents the first time in the field of ALB that sys-
tems’ surface-measurement uncertainty may be propagated to seafloor coordinates.
Thus, for the first time, the effects of irregular air-water interfaces on ALB seafloor-
coordinate accuracy may be characterized and computed. Figure 21 illustrates this
process.
To facilitate comparing different DSM construction techniques, it is convenient to
reduce Σ̃P to a single parameter. As presented in Section 2.4, one common choice for
this parameter is SAS99 (Equation 8). For a given system, better DSM construction
techniques will produce smaller SAS99 values. This is because higher-accuracy DSMs
improve the estimates of φw and ωw, resulting in smaller entries of Σinterface. In turn,
because the elements in Σsys are fixed for a given system, a decrease in the values of
Σinterface produces smaller values on the main diagonal of Σ̃P . Thus, SAS99 will be
smaller. Figure 22 graphically illustrates the benefit of accurately constructing DSMs,
computing φw and ωw, and estimating σ
2
φw
and σ2ωw . Here, the red vectors represent
the magnitude of the error vector and the red circles represent the magnitude of
SAS99 . The left side of Figure 22 depicts the case where the air-water interface is not


































































































































































Figure 22: The magnitude of seafloor-coordinate error and uncertainty decrease as in-
water steering-angle measurement accuracy increases and variance decreases.
point when assuming a flat air-water interface. The solid green vectors show the true
location of the point – if φw and ωw are perfectly known. The right side of Figure
22 shows the case wherein a DSM is constructed and φw and ωw are measured with
known variance σ2φw and σ
2
ωw . This illustration shows that for a given lidar and for a
particular air-water-interface measurement technique, seafloor coordinate error and
uncertainty are minimized when φw and ωw are measured as accurately as possible.
Finally, since ALB-system, seafloor-image quality depends on the accuracy of
computed seafloor points, this TPU framework allows for relating DSM quality to
seafloor image quality. Images produced from coordinates with higher accuracy will
have smaller SAS99 , on average, than images produced from coordinates with less
accuracy. Thus, the average SAS99 value of seafloor coordinates used in an image
may serve as an image-quality metric. Moreover, as just shown, DSM accuracy is
directly related to SAS99 . Better construction techniques yield smaller SAS99 values,
while worse techniques yield larger SAS99 values. Therefore, computing SAS99 from
the TPU matrices enables relating changes in DSM construction techniques to changes





This chapter presents the experiments and simulations performed to assess Pathfinder’s
capabilities during wavy water conditions. These experiments and simulations eval-
uate the new math models presented in Chapter 3. The chapter begins by detail-
ing the experiments designed to evaluate the coordinate-computation and accuracy-
assessment techniques. Results of these experiments are then presented and discussed.
The chapter then details the simulations designed to evaluate the reflectance estima-
tion technique. Results of these simulations are then presented and discussed. After
validating the new math models, the seafloor coordinate-computation and reflectance-
estimation techniques are unified into one restoration procedure for seafloor imaging.
The chapter concludes by detailing the simulations performed to evaluate the restora-
tion procedure and presents the corresponding results.
4.1 Data Collection Campaign
With the assistance of several EOSL colleagues, I performed experiments with Pathfinder
at the water tank facility in Georgia Tech’s Love Manufacturing Building. This facil-
ity has a large fresh-water tank (25’ x 40’ x 25’) and serves as a testing environment for
water-related research activities. The goal of the experiments was to characterize the
accuracy of a hybrid lidar’s computed coordinates and to identify possible strategies
for mitigating sea surface effects.1 Using the new processing architecture described
in Chapter 3, Pathfinder modeled the air-water-interface during calm and wavy con-
ditions using its GmAPD measurements and registered the resulting DSMs with its
co-temporal, waveform-resolved data. Then, Pathfinder used algorithms based on
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the novel methods described in Chapter 3 to compute tank floor coordinates (here-
after called “floor coordinates”). Results were compared to truth data recorded by a
witness camera. To the best of my knowledge, these experiments are the first demon-
strating the use of high-resolution GmAPD measurements to reconstruct the air-water
interface, to correct the green lidar’s computed seafloor coordinate, and to identify
interface-induced pulse stretching in green, waveform-resolved signals. Seafloor re-
flectance estimation and imaging were not part of the experiments.
Figure 23 shows Pathfinder at the water tank facility. Pathfinder, installed on
scaffolding above the tank, was stationary and had no scanning capabilities. It was 3
meters above the water’s surface and was oriented 20-degrees off-nadir. This config-
uration ensured that Pathfinder’s green and IR beams were co-located on the water
surface and within their respective receiver’s FOV. Figure 24 shows spot diagrams
of the green and IR beams relative to the GmAPD camera’s FOV at 3.19 m, the
configured imaging distance to the water surface. At this distance, the green beam,
represented by the blue circle, was 12 cm wide; and, the IR beam, represented by the
green circle, was 38 cm wide. The camera’s FOV, represented by the black square in
both diagrams, was 23 cm wide, which was larger than the green beam, but smaller
than the IR beam. Since the camera’s image resolution was 32x32, each pixel was
spaced by 0.72 cm. This spacing resulted in the green beam’s diameter compris-
ing roughly 16.5 camera pixels. The green receiver’s FOV, not shown in these spot
diagrams, matched the green beam’s diameter.
Based on prior experience at the facility, we placed a black tarp on the tank’s
highly reflective floor. The tarp’s purpose was to reduce the dynamic range of re-
turned powers and to enhance the green beam’s visual contrast from its surroundings.
Then, a rectangular frame of known size and orientation and with known distance
demarcations was placed on the tarp. The frame’s purpose was to provide a reference
1NOAA/Dewberry provided $100k to fund part of this work.
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Figure 23: Pathfinder, the world’s first hybrid lidar, deployed at the Love Manufacturing
Building’s water tank facility in March 2015.
for the green beam’s movement on the floor. A witness camera, installed underwa-
ter with known position, was aligned to view the framed area such that the frame’s
bottom edge was parallel to the image’s bottom edge. Figure 25 shows an image
captured by the witness camera. In this 1280x1024 grayscale image, the green beam
is the bright, white spot centered on the tarp. During wavy conditions, the green
beam’s position changed but always stayed within the frame’s borders. Images like
these were used to determine the green beam’s truth coordinates on the tank floor.
After the positions of Pathfinder, the witness camera, and the frame were chosen,
a global coordinate system using forward-starboard-down positive axes was estab-
lished. The coordinate system’s origin was arbitrarily chosen as a point on an I-beam
above the water surface. Measurements from this position to the Pathfinder lidar,
to the witness camera, and to the frame’s front left corner determined each object’s
Northing, Easting, and Down (NED) offset. Importantly, these NED offsets served
as coordinates in a common LGF coordinate system. Therefore, NED coordinates
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Figure 24: Pathfinder’s green and IR beams co-located at its configured imaging distance.
The green beam, shown as the blue circle, is smaller than the GmAPD’s FOV (the square);
the IR beam, shown as the green circle, is larger than the GmAPD’s FOV.
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Figure 25: A witness camera installed underwater viewed the green beam’s movement
within a frame of known size on the tank floor.
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computed by Pathfinder using Equation 9 could be compared to the beam’s truth
coordinates determined from witness camera images. Truth coordinates were deter-
mined by converting the beam’s pixel location in witness camera images to NED












v0 and v1 are vertical interpolation parameters,
h0 and h1 are horizontal interpolation parameters, and
Dgrid is the measured Down offset to the frame’s front-left corner.
Equation 60 describes the transformation of pixel coordinate [row,column] to NED
coordinate [N,E,D].2 This transformation may only be applied to image pixels within
the frame and relies on the following conditions:
(1) the frame’s bottom edge is parallel to the image’s bottom edge;
(2) the camera’s NED position is known;
(3) the spacing between the frame’s demarcations is known; and,
(4) the NED coordinates of the frame’s four corners and their corresponding posi-
tions in the image are known.
The first condition was satisfied when aligning the camera. The second condition was
satisfied when measuring the camera’s NED offset from the LGF-coordinate system’s
origin. The third condition was satisfied when designing and building the frame. The
2Although the expressions for NP and EP are expressed as linear functions of row and column,
this is only for brevity. Their full analytic expressions are much more complex and Appendix C
contains details of their derivations.
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fourth condition was satisfied after measuring the front-left-corner’s NED offset from
the origin and imaging the scene. Since the frame’s size and orientation were known
and since the tank floor was flat, coordinates corresponding to the other three corners
could be determined relative to the front-left-corner. Image pixels corresponding to
the frame’s corners were determined manually in Matlab using Figure 25.
Waves were created using the apparatus shown in Figure 26. Known as the “wave
generator”, this steel container was partially filled with water and suspended from
an overhead gantry using a pulley system. It weighed nearly 800 pounds and re-
quired one or two individuals to operate. By pulling a rope attached to the pulley,
individuals could disturb the water by plunging the wave generator into and out of
the water. After multiple plunges, long-wavelength waves affecting the entire tank
were created. These waves had peak-to-trough amplitudes ranging from 10-20 cm.
Sometimes, wave interference introduced high frequency structures on the surface,
but most wave content was low frequency (relative to the pulse’s footprint). Wave
creation was unsystematic; it depended on the individuals’ effort and strength and the
frequency of plunging, neither of which were reproducible. Nonetheless, this method
was adequate in creating waves that altered the green beam’s refracted trajectory,
producing discernible position changes on the tank floor.
Performing experiments and collecting data involved operating custom software
(hereafter called “Bathy-m”) written to control Pathfinder and the witness cam-
era. Bathy-m handled timing synchronization between Pathfinder’s linear-mode and
Geiger-mode lidars and between Pathfinder and the witness camera. This synchro-
nization was achieved by controlling a function generator that sent trigger signals to
each device referenced to a common high-frequency clock. Bathy-m also managed ac-
quiring, processing, and writing data during the experiments. Raw binary-data files
and Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) files were written to the hard drive, containing
all relevant data from the experiment. Once waves were created and started steering
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Figure 26: This 800-pound container served as the wave generator. When repeatedly
plunged into and out of the water, it created waves that altered the green beam’s refracted
trajectory and position on the tank floor.
the beam, the software’s operator began data acquisition. Experiments were designed
to last 10 seconds. After 10 seconds, data collection ceased, and all data acquired
during that interval was written to output files. Each experiment had a unique, HDF
output file, containing all GmAPD data, waveform-resolved data, and witness-camera
data. Raw data, consisting of diagnostic information from the waveform-resolved sys-
tem’s digitizer, was not written to a unique file for each experiment. Instead, raw
data was appended to one file containing binary diagnostic data from all previous
experiments. Table 1 shows each device’s data collection rate, its fundamental data
output, and the amount of data written for one experiment. 134 experiments record-
ing these outputs were performed during flat and wavy conditions. All other data,
including floor coordinates and interface DSMs, were derived from this fundamental
data.
Unfortunately, after performing many of the experiments, most were found to be
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Table 1: Each device’s data collection frequency, fundamental output, and the amount of
output written for one 10-second experiment.
Device Data Rate Output(s) Number Written
Linear-mode lidar 2 kHz 1024-sample waveform 20000
Geiger-mode lidar 2 kHz 32-x-32 TOF values 20000
Witness Camera 30 Hz 1280-x-1024 image 300
unusable. The first 100 were corrupted by a wave measurement structure of buoys
placed near the green footprint on the water surface. This square structure was over
30-cm wide, larger than both the green footprint and the GmAPD camera’s FOV.
Its intended purpose was to provide truth data for the surface’s low-frequency ori-
entation. However, because the structure was within the IR-illuminated area of the
water surface, photons reflecting off the structure at oblique angles were detected by
the GmAPD camera even though it was not within the camera’s FOV. Consequently,
GmAPD measurements could not reconstruct the water surface because the majority
of detected photons originated from the structure. The final 34 experiments occurred
after removing the wave measurement structure. For these experiments, the GmAPD
data was deemed acceptable. Pathfinder was subsequently disassembled, packed up,
and returned to EOSL. However, upon return, it was discovered that the digitizer’s
diagnostic information did not record properly for all 34 experiments. This problem
was not noticed during the data collection experiments because it had never occurred
at any point during the previous two years of operating the digitizer. Thus, validat-
ing the digitizer’s raw data during experimentation only entailed checking that the
proper number of bytes were written. Even though the number of bytes written to
the ever-growing binary file was reviewed, the data was never cross-validated with
the HDF data while the equipment was installed at the water tank. While two of
the digitizer’s diagnostic entries (lA and lW ) were recorded for coordinate computa-
tion purposes in the HDF files, data critical to timing synchronization was not. This
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problem affected 30 of the remaining 34 experiments. For these experiments, sub-ns
synchronization of the Geiger-mode and linear-mode was subsequently unachievable
when post-processing the data, prohibiting accurate surface reconstruction. There-
fore, these files were also deemed unusable, leaving only four viable data files for use
in this thesis.
Despite having only four of the original 134 experiments available to analyze, the
data associated with these four files is completely representative of the conditions
created at the water tank. One file was recorded during flat water conditions and
the other three were recorded during wavy water conditions. Therefore, I believe
the results presented in this chapter are a fair representation of the results the other
experiments would have produced had their output files not been corrupted. The
next section provides background of the evaluation framework created to process the
data contained within these four files. The three following sections provide the corre-
sponding results as they pertain to geometric reconstruction of seafloor coordinates
(Section 4.3), radiometric restoration of seafloor reflectance (Section 4.4), and unified
reconstruction and restoration of seafloor images (Section 4.5).
4.2 Data Evaluation Framework
A suite of Matlab functions and scripts were written to process Pathfinder’s collected
data. The purpose of these tools was to parse the experiments’ fundamental outputs
(Table 1) and to group them into subsets. Each subset is called an acquisition and
may be viewed as the evaluation unit in this framework. Each acquisition has syn-
chronized waveform, GmAPD, and witness-camera data that serve as its inputs. An
acquisition’s outputs are predicted floor coordinates (modeling different scenarios)
and a truth coordinate. Figure 27 shows an experiment divided into N fixed-size
acquisitions.
Each acquisition’s size was set as 100 ms of continuous data, establishing 100
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Figure 27: Each 10-second experiment is separated into 100-ms subsets called acquisitions.
Acquisitions serve as the fundamental unit of comparison in the data evaluation framework.
acquisitions per file. This value of time was selected to equal a wave’s “epoch”. A
wave epoch is used as a simplifying assumption to establish how long the GmAPD
camera can treat measurements from the scene as originating from the same low-
frequency wave. An epoch spanning multiple laser pulses is necessary to reduce
Geiger-mode noise. As mentioned in Section 3.2, Geiger-mode ranging variance to
the water surface was large. To reduce this variance, interface modeling techniques
used histogram-trimming and an accumulator array. The wave epoch directly affects
the number of measurements allowed in the accumulator array. Based on witness
camera imagery captured during wavy conditions, the epoch was chosen as 100 ms,
because over this period, the beam maintained its floor position well. Consequently, a
maximum of 100 ms of GmAPD data may be aggregated into the accumulator array
when creating one DSM.
Establishing 100-ms acquisitions determines the number of waveforms, GmAPD
camera images, and witness camera images used as acquisition inputs. Based on
the measurement rates in Table 1, these values were 200 waveforms, 200 GmAPD
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images, and 3 witness camera images, respectively. Since each acquisition produces
only one truth coordinate and one floor coordinate per algorithm, the following pro-
cedure was implemented to map these inputs to one set of values usable in coordinate
computation:
(1) Compute one lA and lW value per waveform. Then, average the 200 lA values
and average the 200 lW values to produce lA and lW . These averaged values
may serve as floor-coordinate computation inputs.
(2) Compute coordinates for each 32x32 GmAPD image and aggregate into accumu-
lator array. Compute one DSM from the accumulator array coordinates. This
DSM may be used for SST-compensated, coordinate-computation algorithms.
(3) Compute truth coordinates ([Ntruth, Etruth, Dtruth]
T ) for each witness camera
image. Average the resulting coordinates to produce the truth floor coordinate.
Figure 28 graphically depicts the procedure, showing how acquisition inputs may be
mapped to outputs. This schematic shows Equation 1 and Equation 9 producing
näıve coordinates and algorithm coordinates, respectively. These names are meant to
describe the scenarios each equation models. Equation 1 models the näıve scenario
wherein SST is ignored: only Pathfinder’s waveform-resolved data is used to produce
floor coordinates, which contain interface-induced errors. Equation 9 models the
scenario wherein SST is measured and the angles φw and ωw are estimated. Here,
Pathfinder’s waveform-resolved data is combined with its Geiger-mode data using the
algorithms described in Chapter 3 to robustly account for the irregular water surface
when computing the coordinates. By comparing näıve and algorithm coordinates
to the truth coordinate, differences in measurement error between the two modeled
scenarios may be analyzed.
Several other aspects of Figure 28 merit explanation. “Constant inputs”, pointing
to Equation 1 and to Equation 9, are all the parameters necessary to compute floor
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Figure 28: Acquisition inputs are mapped to its outputs.
coordinates that remain constant across all experiments and the acquisitions within
them. These parameters are also common to both equations. Constant parameters
that were non-zero are listed in Table 2.







Figure 28 also shows that the 200 32x32 GmAPD coordinates are mapped into an
accumulator array. Section 3.2 contains the details of how an accumulator array
works. Here, I use that process with array resolutions of 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5 and 6x6.
Each of these resolutions produces a unique DSM that may be used when comput-
ing floor coordinates. Results for each of these resolutions is presented in the next
section. An array dimension of 6x6 is the maximum considered resolution because
for a deployed system employing circular scanning, surface point analysis revealed
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that resolutions higher than 6x6 do not result in multiple GmAPD measurements
falling within each accumulator-array-pixel’s boundaries. Appendix D shows a table
of expected GmAPD measurements falling within pixel boundaries for each of these
resolutions in an airborne deployed scenario.
The final aspect of Figure 28 warranting explanation is how the DSM may be
used to estimate φw and ωw when using Equation 9. For a given accumulator array
resolution, a fixed number of spatially averaged coordinates will be produced (i.e.
4, 9, 16, 25, or 36). From these coordinates, normal vectors may be computed to
estimate SST. The original goal was to compute many surface normal vectors for
a DSM and to ray trace through the DSM when determining the refracted beam’s
trajectory. However, the noise of GmAPD measurements (≈ 4 cm) together with the
small green footprint (≈ 12 cm) caused sub-footprint normal vectors to be highly
sensitive to ranging errors. In turn, this caused ray tracing through a DSM with sub-
footprint normal vectors to be unreliable. Recognizing this, a simplifying restraint
was introduced such that a plane-of-best-fit was regressed through all accumulator
array coordinates. This reduced the normal vector’s sensitivity to ranging errors,
resulting in more reliable ray tracing through the DSM. Therefore, only one surface
normal, corresponding to the plane-of-best-fit, is produced per DSM. This surface
normal may then be used in Equation 23 to compute ~r, from which φw and ωw may
be determined using Equation 50 and Equation 51.
Each file contains 100 unique sets of data using this evaluation framework. Each
one of these sets corresponds to an acquisition within the file. Acquisition outputs are
the three sets of coordinates: näıve, algorithm, and truth; which may be compared
and analyzed. The next section presents results analyzed by acquisition for each of
the four files. For convenience, all subsequent analysis refers to the one file recorded
during flat water conditions as “flat conditions” and to the three files recorded during
wavy water conditions as File 1, File 2, and File 3.
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4.3 Geometric Results
During flat conditions, the water surface was a flat, planar surface with Down coor-
dinate of 0.819 m. Figure 29 shows Pathfinder’s reconstruction of the surface over
time. The two plots in Figure 29 correspond to data independently acquired with
Pathfinder’s two lidars. The waveform-resolved-system’s data is shown in blue, and
the Geiger-mode-system’s data is shown in red. These plots were generated with no
sharing of data across systems (i.e. no hybrid algorithms were employed). For the
waveform-resolved system, the water surface level was determined for a given acqui-
sition by using its surface coordinate’s Down value. For the Geiger-mode system, the
water surface level was determined for a given acquisition by computing the average
Down value of coordinates used to construct its DSM. These two procedures may then
be performed for each acquisition. Since acquisitions occur sequentially in time, the
effect of sequentially plotting each acquisition’s water surface level produces the plots
shown. Both systems observe the water surface as constant, with minor deviations
caused by in-air ranging variance. Both systems also exhibit a 2-cm bias, most likely
caused by incorrectly measuring Pathfinder’s NED offset from the global origin.
Figure 29: Pathfinder’s two lidars reconstruct the water surface level versus time during
flat conditions. Waveform-resolved data is the blue plot; Geiger-mode data is the red plot.
The green beam’s footprint was stationary on the floor during flat conditions
(see Figure 25). The NED truth coordinate, computed by applying Equation 60 to
the beam’s pixel position in the witness image, was (−1.1687m,−0.0510m, 7.052m).
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Table 3 contains aggregated results of using various methods to compute floor coor-
dinates during these conditions. The table’s first column indicates the method used.
Näıve refers to coordinate computation using Equation 1; “i-x-i DSM, OLS” refers to
coordinate computation using Equation 9 with OLS surface-normal estimation from
an i-x-i-resolution DSM; and, “i-x-i DSM, PCA” refers to coordinate computation
using Equation 9 with PCA surface-normal estimation from an i-x-i-resolution DSM.
The second column contains each method’s average geometric error, computed by
first determining the magnitude of difference between the predicted coordinate and
the truth coordinate for each acquisition and then averaging across all acquisitions.
Methods are sorted by this column in ascending order. The third column contains
each method’s average SAS99 , computed using the method depicted in Figure 21 for
each acquisition and then averaging across all acquisitions. I have found no exam-
ples in the literature describing an analytical solution for propagation of accumulator
array measurement errors in the PCA-approach for estimation of surface normals.
Therefore, estimation of variances on these parameters remains a subject for future
work, and these table entries have been left blank.
As expected, the näıve method performs best during flat conditions. It has the
smallest average error and uncertainty (SAS99 ) of all methods because it perfectly
reconstructs the surface for each acquisition. This result is a direct consequence of
its flat-water assumption. During flat conditions, σ2φw and σ
2
ωw are 0 for the näıve
method, meaning its floor coordinates have no error or uncertainty arising from sur-
face measurements. Therefore, in-air and in-water ranging variances are the only
causes of floor coordinate error. On the other hand, hybrid methods have non-zero
σ2φw and σ
2
ωw , meaning that their errors and uncertainties should be larger than the
näıve case because ranging performance is constant across all methods. This is ex-
actly what is observed. However, hybrid performance is still good, as typical errors
are approximately 3 cm. In these cases, the errors and uncertainties exceeding näıve
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Table 3: Coordinate computation errors and uncertainty during flat conditions.
Method |Error| (m) SAS99 (m)
Näıve 0.010 0.3848
3x3 DSM, PCA 0.0246 −
3x3 DSM, OLS 0.0262 0.4581
4x4 DSM, PCA 0.0278 −
6x6 DSM, PCA 0.0282 −
2x2 DSM, OLS 0.0285 0.4682
5x5 DSM, PCA 0.0303 −
4x4 DSM, OLS 0.0311 0.4718
2x2 DSM, PCA 0.0359 −
5x5 DSM, OLS 0.0493 0.4849
6x6 DSM, OLS 0.0743 0.4795
values may be viewed as those introduced by using a hybrid lidar approach instead
of assuming a flat surface when the water was, indeed, perfectly flat. It is only in
this rare scenario that the measurement variances and result of the error propaga-
tion degrade the accuracy of coordinates as compared to the näıve case. In general,
PCA-based methods and 3x3 DSM resolutions introduce smaller errors than OLS-
based methods and other resolutions. A likely explanation for these trends is that
their normal vector estimates are less sensitive to measurement errors. For PCA, less
sensitive normals can be explained by rejecting coordinate outliers better than OLS.
For 3x3 DSM resolution, less sensitive normals can be explained by this resolution be-
ing an optimal combination of coordinate noise and redundancy when estimating the
normal. Uncertainty generally increases as error increases. The trend is monotonic
except for the “6x6 DSM, OLS” case. Appendix E contains figures showing example
DSMs constructed during flat conditions.
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During wavy conditions, low-frequency waves with peak-to-trough amplitudes of
10-20 cm caused the water level to rise and fall. Figure 30, Figure 31, and Figure
32 show Pathfinder’s ability to reconstruct the surface’s changing water level versus
time for File 1, File 2, and File 3, respectively. These plots were generated using
the same method that produced Figure 29. Once again, the blue curves correspond
to waveform-resolved data and the red curves correspond to Geiger-mode data. As
seen in all three figures, both lidars are synchronized in time and detect the same
changes in water level. In general, the Geiger-mode lidar is noisier, exaggerating
the change in some waves’ water level. The maximum overshoot is approximately 5
cm. No truth data exists for the water-surface level because the wave measurement
structure was removed before performing these experiments. However, as discussed
at the end of this section, analyzing Pathfinder’s floor-coordinate measurement errors
when compensating for SST indicates the reconstructed surface level was very good.
Figure 30: Pathfinder’s two lidars reconstruct the changing water surface level versus time
for File 1 waves. Waveform-resolved data is the blue plot; Geiger-mode data is the red plot.
Figure 31: Pathfinder’s two lidars reconstruct the changing water surface level versus time
for File 2 waves. Waveform-resolved data is the blue plot; Geiger-mode data is the red plot.
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Figure 32: Pathfinder’s two lidars reconstruct the changing water surface level versus time
for File 3 waves. Waveform-resolved data is the blue plot; Geiger-mode data is the red plot.
As discussed in Chapter 3, a novel, coincidence processing technique was em-
ployed to reduce Geiger-mode lidar noise. This involved histogram trimming of
GmAPD TOF data on a per-pixel basis by using the waveform resolved system’s
in-air ranging measurements (see Section 3.2). Figure 33, Figure 34, and Figure 35
show Pathfinder’s ability to reconstruct the surface’s changing water level versus time
when employing hybrid processing algorithms for File 1, File 2, and File 3, respec-
tively. Here, the blue curves are the same as they are in Figures 30, 31, and 32, but
the red curves are different. While the red curves are computed the same way, each
acquisition’s DSM-coordinate noise has been significantly reduced from histogram-
trimming. Coordinates comprising the DSMs are less noisy here than before because
the Geiger-mode-lidar’s TOF variance is smaller (Chapter 3 contains the before- and
after-histogram-trimming TOF variance values). Appendix F contains figures show-
ing example DSMs constructed from hybrid processing techniques during these wavy
conditions. These are the DSMs from which surface normals are estimated in subse-
quent analyses.
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Figure 33: Pathfinder’s two lidars reconstruct the changing water surface level versus time
for File 1 waves. Waveform-resolved data is the blue plot; Geiger-mode data is the red plot.
Figure 34: Pathfinder’s two lidars reconstruct the changing water surface level versus time
for File 2 waves. Waveform-resolved data is the blue plot; Geiger-mode data is the red plot.
Figure 35: Pathfinder’s two lidars reconstruct the changing water surface level versus time
for File 3 waves. Waveform-resolved data is the blue plot; Geiger-mode data is the red plot.
The green beam’s footprint wandered within the frame on the tank floor during
these conditions. Figure 36 shows a time lapse of witness camera images recorded
in File 1. Here, the beam’s shape remains fairly constant, but its position changes.
This is indicative of low-frequency tilts steering the beam, as discussed in Chapter
3. Importantly, the position changes in all directions, instead of along the pointing
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vector (up and down in these images – i.e. the red, dotted line). This corroborates the
need for SST-compensation algorithms that accommodate arbitrary beam steering.
For these conditions, näıve coordinates computed by Equation 1 will have interface-
induced error arising from uncompensated SST. Because the refracted beam’s com-
puted trajectory is always the same when using Equation 1, waves causing beam
steering will produce lW values that project the floor coordinate deeper or shallower
than the true tank floor. The resulting errors should be larger than those when
compensating for SST and computing floor coordinates with Equation 9. Figure 37
illustrates this point by plotting one acquisition’s predicted and true floor coordinates
in Matlab. The coordinates here are shown from a top-down view of the tank floor.
The black circle is the näıve coordinate; the blue circle is an SST-compensation-
algorithm coordinate; and, the green circle is the true floor coordinate. The red “X”
is the hypothetical position of the beam during flat conditions. Clearly, the SST-
compensation algorithm significantly reduces the error because the näıve coordinate
cannot predict floor coordinates anywhere else but above and below the red “X”. It
is important to note, however, that error is three dimensional, as opposed to the two
dimensions shown here. This figure is simply meant to show that SST-compensation
algorithms reduce floor error by improving the refracted beam’s trajectory.
Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6 contain aggregated results of applying the same
methods used in Table 3 to wavy conditions. These tables correspond to waves
recorded during File 1, File 2, and File 3, respectively, and were produced using the
same method that produced Table 3, with one subtle exception. While the |Error|
column is still computed the same way, it is important to note that the truth coor-
dinate now changes for every acquisition, instead of being constant like it is in flat
conditions. Tables are once again sorted by ascending order of entries in column 2.
For all three files, using SST-compensation algorithms reduces the magnitude of coor-
dinate error. Usually, error reduction is around 40%. Moreover, SAS99 is smaller for
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Figure 36: A time-lapse showing the effects of beam steering from waves on the water
surface.
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Figure 37: Coordinate computed by SST-compensation algorithm reduces floor coordinate
error.
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these algorithms when compared to the näıve cases, indicating less uncertainty of the
floor measurement. This is because σ2φw and σ
2
ωw are no longer 0 for the näıve case.
Instead, they are equal to the a posteriori variance of φw and ωw during each file’s
wavy conditions. Because these variances are now larger than SST-compensation
algorithm variances, näıve coordinate uncertainty is larger than algorithms’ coordi-
nate uncertainty. The combination of these two results, smaller coordinate error and
smaller coordinate uncertainty, is what was predicted in Chapter 3 (see Figure 21).
Regarding surface normal estimation and DSM resolution, PCA-based methods and
smaller resolutions generally outperform OLS-based methods and larger resolutions.
The same explanation provided for flat conditions applies here. Because PCA gener-
ally outperforms OLS, SAS99 values for OLS-based methods are probably reasonable
upper-bound estimates for PCA-based methods’ SAS99 values.
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Table 4: Coordinate computation errors and uncertainty for waves recorded during File 1.
Method |Error| (cm) SAS99 (cm)
Näıve 12.9 52.61
2x2 DSM, OLS 6.91 46.73
3x3 DSM, PCA 6.92 −
4x4 DSM, PCA 6.95 −
6x6 DSM, PCA 6.97 −
5x5 DSM, PCA 7.04 −
2x2 DSM, PCA 7.10 −
3x3 DSM, OLS 7.40 43.63
4x4 DSM, OLS 7.41 43.58
5x5 DSM, OLS 8.15 44.29
6x6 DSM, OLS 9.49 44.34
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Table 5: Coordinate computation errors and uncertainty for waves recorded during File 2.
Method |Error| (cm) SAS99 (cm)
Näıve 8.74 46.79
3x3 DSM, PCA 4.45 −
4x4 DSM, PCA 4.63 −
6x6 DSM, PCA 4.70 −
5x5 DSM, PCA 4.73 −
2x2 DSM, OLS 4.97 46.72
2x2 DSM, PCA 5.02 −
3x3 DSM, OLS 5.15 43.58
4x4 DSM, OLS 5.38 43.89
5x5 DSM, OLS 6.92 44.45
6x6 DSM, OLS 7.55 44.43
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Table 6: Coordinate computation errors and uncertainty for waves recorded during File 3.
Method |Error| (cm) SAS99 (cm)
Näıve 9.52 48.45
2x2 DSM, OLS 5.11 46.89
2x2 DSM, PCA 5.21 −
4x4 DSM, PCA 5.38 −
3x3 DSM, PCA 5.45 −
5x5 DSM, PCA 5.58 −
6x6 DSM, PCA 5.64 −
4x4 DSM, OLS 5.80 45.03
3x3 DSM, OLS 5.88 44.19
5x5 DSM, OLS 7.07 46.04
6x6 DSM, OLS 7.73 45.98
To help visualize the reduction in coordinate error when using SST-compensation
algorithms, Figure 38, Figure 39, and Figure 40 show histograms of the floor co-
ordinate error for File 1, File 2, and File 3, respectively. The SST-compensation
method used to produce the algorithm histograms was “6x6 DSM, PCA.” Näıve-
coordinate error histograms are also shown for comparison in each case. As seen in
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these figures, the SST-compensation algorithm reduces the magnitude of floor coor-
dinate error, indicated by histograms shifting to the left relative to the näıve error
histograms. Moreover, the shape of the histograms changes as well. Compensation-
algorithm error histograms are strongly skewed to the left, indicating active and very
good compensation of surface waves most of the time. On the other hand, näıve error
histograms tend to be flat and distributed almost uniformly across all error values.
This is because they are completely influenced by the waves, whose orientation was
completely random.
Figure 38: Comparing floor coordinate errors in File 1 for 2 cases: (1) when ignoring SST
(näıve); and (2) when using hybrid SST-compensation algorithm (6x6-DSM PCA).
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Figure 39: Comparing floor coordinate errors in File 2 for 2 cases: (1) when ignoring SST
(näıve); and (2) when using hybrid SST-compensation algorithm (6x6-DSM PCA).
Figure 40: Comparing floor coordinate errors in File 3 for 2 cases: (1) when ignoring SST
(näıve); and (2) when using hybrid SST-compensation algorithm (6x6-DSM PCA).
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The results presented in this section indicate that a hybrid-lidar approach, wherein
a Geiger-mode, IR lidar and a green, linear-mode, waveform-resolved lidar operate
co-temporally, is effective in reducing interface-induced coordinate errors. Reduc-
tions in floor coordinate errors were a direct result of using SST measurements from
Pathfinder’s Geiger-mode lidar to estimate the green beam’s trajectory when com-
puting waveform-resolved floor coordinates. It is important to note that these results
were obtained with 200 lidar pulses during the 0.1-second wave epoch. For currently
deployed airborne systems, 200 lidar measurements will not be available for SST com-
pensation. Recognizing this, Figure 41 shows the magnitude of floor coordinate error
versus number of pulses used when constructing the DSM. These results apply to
waves recorded during File 1. The blue plot represents floor coordinate error using
the “6x6 DSM, PCA” method and the red plot is näıve floor-coordinate error. Here,
the blue plot decreases with added TOF images because accumulator-array coordinate
noise decreases as more GmAPD measurements are averaged, enabling more accurate
computation of the surface’s normal vector; the red plot remains constant because
näıve floor coordinates are independent of GmAPD data. The intersection of these
two curves represents the location where neither technique outperforms the other. In
these conditions, if system developers design for more than 5-6 overlapping IR mea-
surements of the green surface footprint, then the SST-compensation algorithm will
outperform the näıve algorithm. This type of analysis may be used as a heuristic for
effective SST compensation in system design. Finally, these results also depend on
the low-frequency interface used to histogram-trim the GmAPD measurements. Since
Pathfinder had no scanning capabilities, 3 or more non-linear surface measurements
from the green system did not exist. To overcome this limitation, surface normals
computed from the witness camera were used in histogram trimming. While this
introduces a weak connection between truth data and algorithm performance, it is a
necessary step for effectively reducing GmAPD noise as described in Section 3.2.
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Figure 41: The magnitude of coordinate error decreases as more GmAPD TOF images
are used when constructing the DSM. Beyond 5-6 measurements, this SST-compensation
algorithm (blue plot) outperforms the näıve algorithm (red plot).
4.4 Radiometric Results
As stated in Section 4.1, reflectance estimation and imaging were not part of the
experiments at the water tank facility. Nonetheless, it is still possible to use wave-
forms collected by Pathfinder during those experiments to identify pulse stretching
from non-flat interfaces. Subsequently, simulations can be used to show expected
improvements in reflectance estimates based on removing the identified stretching
effects.
Identifying interface-induced pulse stretching from Pathfinder’s waveforms may
be accomplished using the following procedure:
(1) Isolate and analyze the surface return signal of each waveform.
(2) Compute the FWHM of the waveform’s surface return signal OR use Equation
41 to estimate the interface’s transfer function and compute its temporal extent.
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(3) Plot the result of (2) versus the angular difference between the incident vector
and the surface normal vector for that waveform (i.e. use Equation 42).
(4) Repeat (2)-(3) for many angular differences.
Step 1 removes contributions from water-column and floor transfer functions, consis-
tent with the theory presented in Section 3.4. Repeating Steps 2 and 3 and plotting
their results produces a scatter plot relating the pulse’s air-water-interface interaction
time to different incidence angles. The scatter of points should show how tinteraction
(Equation 29) changes as a function of θ (Equation 42). The slope of this change







Evaluating Equation 61 with experimental parameters, wbeam = 12 cm and θ = 20
◦,
produces a value of 7.9 ps/deg. Thus, experimental data should show a 7.9-ps change
in surface-return FWHM per 1-degree change in incidence angle. Figure 42, Figure
43, and Figure 44 show the result of performing the procedure above with FWHM
used for Step 2.
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Figure 42: FWHM of surface interaction time versus angular difference for File 1 waves.
Figure 43: FWHM of surface interaction time versus angular difference for File 2 waves.
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Figure 44: FWHM of surface interaction time versus angular difference for File 3 waves.
Each circle in these plots represents the (tinteraction,θ)-pair for an acquisition, where:
tinteraction is the average FWHM of the surface return for the 200 waveforms in an
acquisition; and, θ is the angular difference computed by using Equation 42 with the
surface normal, ns, estimated from Pathfinder’s constructed DSM for that acquisition.
The red, dashed-lines indicate lines-of-best-fit computed with OLS regression. In all
figures, tinteraction increases as θ increases. The slope of the best-fit lines are 7.8
ps/deg, 9.0 ps/deg, and 5.6 ps/deg for File 1, File 2, and File 3, respectively, all of
which agree well with the theorized slope of 7.9 ps/deg.
Because there is significant scatter about the lines-of-best-fit, another character-
istic of surface stretching that may be used to identify it is a strong anti-correlation
with reflection from the surface. In other words, surface stretching values should
decrease as surface reflection increases and they should increase as surface reflection
decreases. Here, surface stretching is defined as the FWHM of the surface return
signal; and, reflection is defined as a waveform’s ratio of peak surface signal received
to its peak “t0” signal value. (Recall that the “t0” signal is a lidar’s detection of
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its transmitted pulse). Figure 45, Figure 46, and Figure 47 show surface reflection
and surface stretching vs time for File 1, File 2, and File 3, respectively. In these
plots, reflection and stretching have both been normalized to a 0-1 scale for visual-
ization purposes, with 0 corresponding to their minimum values and 1 corresponding
to their maximum values. The blue curves are normalized reflection and the red
curves are normalized stretching. In all figures, very strong anti-correlated behavior
is observed between surface reflection and surface stretching. Therefore, agreement
between theorized and observed slopes (Figures 42, 43, and 44) together with strong
anti-correlated behavior with surface reflection (Figures 45, 46, and 47) indicate that
interface-induced stretching has been identified.
Figure 45: Normalized surface reflection and surface stretch versus time for File 1 waves.
Figure 46: Normalized surface reflection and surface stretch versus time for File 2 waves.
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Figure 47: Normalized surface reflection and surface stretch versus time for File 3 waves.
Once surface stretching has been positively identified, the next step is to perform a
system identification of the transfer function responsible for introducing this stretch.
This identification may be performed by using Equation 41. Figure 48 depicts this
process graphically. The first step, labeled as “1” in the figure, involves convolving the
wavy-interface return waveform with the flat-interface transfer function. The result
of this convolution is the third plot. Next, deconvolve a flat-interface return waveform
from the previous result. This step is labeled as “2” in the figure. For this example,
deconvolution was performed using a Wiener filter. The result of the deconvolution
is the green, dashed waveform in the bottom plot. The blue waveform in that plot is
the flat-interface transfer function displayed as a reference. The deconvolved interface
transfer function is shifted slightly to the left in time, indicating the water surface
was located closer to Pathfinder than when the water surface was flat. Moreover, it
has a slightly different shape and magnitude than the flat-interface transfer function,
indicating some irregular surface features. However, an important observation of
the deconvolved signal’s general shape is that it is still very similar to a triangle,
indicating that the interface was a low-frequency tilt. By recognizing this earlier in
processing (i.e. when constructing the DSM), the entire deconvolution procedure used
to identify the transfer function may be avoided and replaced by directly creating a
triangle function with width computed by using Equation 30. This second process
will hereafter be called “SST-direct”. Identified interface transfer functions – whether
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by using Equation 41 or “SST-direct” – may then be used to improve estimates of ρ.
Figure 48: Performing a system identification of the interface transfer function during
wavy conditions. The green waveform is the identified transfer function.
As discussed in Chapter 3, interface-transfer-function estimates may be used to im-
prove seafloor reflectance estimates either by deconvolving them from full, waveform-
resolved signals or by using their temporal extent to improve STF estimates used in
Equation 3. Because reflectance estimation was not a part of the experiments, I have
used simulated waveforms to study the possibility of improving estimated reflectance
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with the proposed restoration procedure. Waveforms were produced with EOSL’s
radiometric simulator, which I developed during my Master’s Thesis [50]. For these
simulations, one theoretical scenario was examined: a low-frequency tilt of 10 degrees
(see Figure 19). Seafloor reflectance, ρ, was then estimated from ALB signals gen-
erated from water depths of 1 m to 20 m in increments of 1m. The following three
methods were used to estimate ρ:
(1) Use Equation 41 to identify the interface transfer function. Compute its FWHM.
Add this value to other stretch functions’ FWHM to compute STF . (Other
stretch functions are laser pulse shape and seafloor stretching). Choose the peak
value of the observed seafloor signal as the power received from the seafloor.
Use Equation 3 to estimate ρ.
(2) Use Equation 41 to identify the interface transfer function. Deconvolve this
function (and the laser pulse-shape function) from the waveform-resolved signal.
Choose the peak value of the “sharpened” seafloor signal as the power received
from the seafloor. Use Equation 3 with STF as 1 to estimate ρ.
(3) Use “SST-direct” to identify the interface transfer function. Deconvolve this
function (and the laser pulse-shape function) from the waveform-resolved signal.
Choose the peak value of the “sharpened” seafloor signal as the power received
from the seafloor. Use Equation 3 with STF as 1 to estimate ρ.
All simulations used the settings listed in Table 7.
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Pulse FWHM 1.3 ns
Receiver Aperture 6”
The surface stretching function was a triangle function with temporal width 1.75
ns (computed in Section 3.4). The seafloor was assumed to be flat. To account
for inclined incidence on the seafloor, a Gaussian seafloor stretching function with
FWHM equal to 0.99 ns was assumed. This value was computed by using Equation
30 with θ = 7.5◦ (the in-water refraction angle corresponding to in-air incidence of
10◦) and with c divided by 1.33. Stretching from the water column and FOV loss
were ignored. The system was assumed to be radiometrically calibrated with known
counts-to-Watts mapping-function χ. System noise, modeled from Pathfinder system
measurements, was the dominant noise source. A representative electrical domain
waveform produced by the simulator is shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 49: An electrical domain waveform characteristic of waveforms produced with
EOSL’s radiometric simulator.
Figure 49 shows an entire waveform-resolved signal measured in digital counts
versus time. Digital counts are the output of an ALB system’s digitizer; Pathfinder’s
provides 16-bit values. The boxed portion of the signal, corresponding to the seafloor
signal, has been magnified for visualization purposes. Here, the seafloor signal is
roughly 200 counts above the noise floor of the system. The peak value of this signal
is directly related to ρ via Equation 3 after mapping the electrical signal to the optical
domain using χ. However, because the seafloor signal has been stretched by the laser’s
pulse shape, the interface transfer function, and the floor transfer function, using the
mapped Watts value as the seafloor power received will produce an underestimate of
ρ. To illustrate why this is true, consider the signals shown in Figure 50. Here, the
blue curve corresponds to the system’s impulse response function. This represents
the true signal that a system would detect in the absence of stretching. The next
three curves from left to right show the effects of sequentially convolving the impulse
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response function with the laser pulse shape, then the interface transfer function, and
then the seafloor transfer function. The result of these sequential convolutions are
the orange, yellow, and purple curves, respectively. Thus, the purple curve is the
signal incident on the receiver that produced the electrical domain waveform shown
in Figure 49. Since the peak of the purple curve is smaller than the peak of the blue
curve, ρ will be underestimated when the purple curve alone is used to determine
power received from the seafloor. Thus, the goal of signal processing is to account
for this discrepancy in peak heights by estimating the STF parameter in Equation 3
or by deconvolving the transfer functions that introduce stretching so that seafloor
received power may be estimated from a curve that resembles the blue curve as closely
as possible.
Figure 50: Evolution of the seafloor return signal from the impulse response function to
the observed power incident on the ALB receiver.
The motivation behind the low-frequency tilted scenario presented here is that
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systems assuming a flat air-water interface will use an incorrect stretching function at
the interface. Consequently, estimates of ρ will be inaccurate, whether by incorrectly
estimating STF or by deconvolving incorrect transfer functions from the observed
seafloor signal. On the other hand, hybrid lidars constructing surface DSMs have
the ability to identify the appropriate interface transfer function using the method
outlined previously in this section. This more accurate transfer function may then be
used together with other known transfer functions to estimate ρ more accurately. To
this end, the simulations were performed and ρ was estimated using each of the three
methods listed above. Figure 51 shows the results of using Method (1) to estimate ρ
and Figure 52 shows the results of using Method (2) and Method (3) to estimate ρ.
Figure 51: Estimating ρ at various seafloor depths with and without SST compensation
informing the STF value in Equation 3. True value of ρ is 0.2.
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Figure 52: Estimating ρ at various seafloor depths with and without SST compensation
informing interface transfer-function identification. True value of ρ is 0.2.
In both of these plots, estimation methods that compensate for SST are the blue
curves; those that ignore SST are the orange curves. All methods use equivalent
interest-point detection results (i.e. l̂A, l̂W , K̂D, etc. are the same for blue and orange
curves). SST-compensation methods assume perfect interface reconstruction. There-
fore, these plots may be interpreted as best-case improvements from using system-
identification of the interface-transfer function for this scenario. The true value of ρ
is 0.2. Figure 51 shows that using SST-compensation when estimating STF for use in
Equation 3 reduces error across all depths. On average, error reduction is 75%, arising
from the constant 22% decrease in ρ estimates across all depths (i.e. both curves have
the same shape). This can be explained as follows. The SST-compensation method
always computes the interface contribution to STF as 1.75ns/2 (the 10-degree triangle
function’s FWHM). Similarly, the näıve method always computes the interface contri-
bution to STF as 3.62ns/2 (the 20-degree triangle function’s FWHM). Therefore, since
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both methods assume a 1.3-ns laser-shape stretching function and a 0.99-ns seafloor
stretching function, the ratio of their two computed STF values is 0.774. Here, this
ratio represents the only difference between the two estimation methods. Because
STF appears in the numerator of Equation 3, the SST-compensation method pro-
duces a 22% smaller estimate of ρ, which is always significantly closer to the true
value of 0.2.
Figure 52 also shows that SST-compensation improves estimation of ρ. This figure
has only two curves because Method (2) and Method (3) produce the same result, so
they are both represented by the blue curve. For this example, Richardson-Lucy de-
convolution with 25 iterations was used for näıve and SST-informed approaches. This
algorithm was chosen because of its success in other lidar applications [76, 77]; and,
25 iterations were used because, when applied to a noiseless observed signal, itera-
tions beyond 25 produced no further changes from the 25-iteration deconvolved signal.
This figure shows that deconvolving an SST-informed pulse-stretching function before
estimating the seafloor power received for use in Equation 3 reduces error across all
depths. On average, error reduction is 82%. This improvement may be explained by
the curves shown in Figure 53, which correspond to signals from the 20-meter-depth
simulation. Here, the purple curve is the result of mapping the observed electrical
signal (in digital counts) to its calibrated optical signal (in Watts) using the mapping
function χ. Then, the näıve and SST-informed stretching functions are deconvolved
from the calibrated, observed signal to produce the orange and yellow curves, respec-
tively. The peak value of each signal is used as the seafloor power received when
estimating ρ. Because the yellow curve resembles the true impulse response function
more closely than the orange curve, the SST-informed methods produce better es-
timates of ρ. For this scenario, the näıve method always overestimates the seafloor
power received because its assumed stretching function always has larger temporal
extent than the true stretching function. Therefore, deconvolving this function from
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the observed signal produces an “overly-sharpened” seafloor return, leading to an
overestimate of the seafloor power received. This is very similar to the overestimation
effects produced by the näıve method in Figure 51 resulting from overestimates of
STF . In general, Figure 51 and Figure 52 show similar ρ-estimation trends, wherein
SST-informed approaches significantly outperform näıve approaches. However, the
deconvolution-based estimates are noisier than the STF -based estimates because of
increased sensitivity to noise when selecting powers from deconvolved signals.
Figure 53: After using SST measurements to identify the interface transfer function, this
function may be used to deconvolve the interface’s effects from the calibrated seafloor signal
(purple). The resulting signal (yellow) is a better representation of the true impulse response
function (blue) than ignoring SST during deconvolution (orange).
The results presented in this section indicate that interface-induced stretching was
successfully identified from waveforms collected by Pathfinder during wavy conditions.
Pathfinder’s co-temporally constructed DSMs were used to estimate pulse incidence
on the surface, which was then regressed with the FWHM of the waveform’s interface
response. The slope of these regressions agreed well with expectation. Moreover,
interface stretching was found to be strongly anti-correlated with interface reflection,
agreeing with intuition. System identification of wavy interface transfer functions was
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then performed, showing how the theory outlined in Chapter 3 may be applied to real
data. In the absence of experimentally obtained reflectance data, simulations were
performed with EOSL’s radiometric simulator to show how identified system transfer
functions may be used to improve estimates of ρ. For the low-frequency-tilt example
considered, using identified interface transfer functions reduced ρ-estimation errors
across seafloor depths from 1-20 m by 75%-82% on average.
4.5 Unified Restoration
Linear-mode, waveform-resolved systems can be viewed as single-pixel, ALB-imaging
systems. Each pixel is produced by computing a seafloor coordinate and estimating
its corresponding reflectance value from a transmitted pulse. Systems producing the
best seafloor reflectance images will compute each pixel’s coordinate and reflectance
values most accurately. As referenced throughout this thesis, robustly accounting
for air-water interface effects is a largely unaddressed problem in ALB, degrading
systems’ seafloor imaging capabilities. Coordinates computed by Equation 1 do not
account for steering caused by non-flat interfaces; seafloor reflectances estimated by
Equation 3 do not account for pulse-stretching effects introduced by non-flat, air-water
interfaces. However, Pathfinder, using the novel processing techniques presented in
this thesis, removes these limitations by using co-temporal, high-resolution SST mea-
surements with its conventional green lidar. This hybrid-processing approach en-
ables geometric reconstruction of seafloor coordinates and radiometric restoration of
seafloor reflectance estimates. Unifying these two procedures produces a shift-variant
restoration technique enhancing lidar-based seafloor imaging.
This thesis, until now, has purposefully separated ALB’s geometric aspects from
its radiometric aspects. However, these two are intricately intertwined when pertain-
ing to seafloor imaging. Lidar-based seafloor images importantly depend on computed
seafloor coordinates and reflectance estimates. When either aspect loses accuracy,
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seafloor image quality degrades. As seen in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, uncompensated
SST adversely affects ALB both geometrically and radiometrically. ALB-system laser
pulses are steered to unpredictable seafloor positions, producing coordinate computa-
tion errors; and, when detected, the pulses are unpredictably time-dilated, producing
reflectance estimation errors. Therefore, uncompensated SST is one factor that limits
ALB systems’ ability to image the seafloor in two distinct ways. This thesis was de-
signed to address this limitation by introducing new techniques to compute seafloor
coordinates and reflectance estimates accurately even in the presence of waves. These
techniques, presented as theory in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, were validated by the
results presented in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, respectively. Therefore, when com-
bined, these techniques should enhance seafloor image quality during wavy conditions.
Imaging through wavy SST, however, was not part of the experiments performed
at the water tank facility (Section 4.1). Consequently, there is no experimental data
with which to evaluate the geometric and radiometric techniques as pertaining to
imaging. Instead, a simulation procedure was developed to do so, combining data
from two separate collection campaigns at the water tank. One of these campaigns is
the one detailed in Section 4.1, wherein Pathfinder was stationary and computed floor
coordinates in the presence of waves. The other campaign is one that occurred in
February of 2014, wherein Pathfinder was traversed and scanned to image an enlarged
Georgia Tech (GT) logo mounted to a frame on the water tank’s floor. Figure 54 shows
a picture of this structure on the tank’s floor during that campaign. Since both data
collection campaigns were very similar, it is possible to blend data from each to
simulate the effects of waves on Pathfinder’s ability to image the GT logo. This may
be accomplished by first creating a virtual water tank from the imaging campaign’s
data and then simulating waves on the surface equivalent to those experienced during
the wavy data collection campaign. Pathfinder’s ability to image the GT logo using
the techniques presented in this thesis may then be analyzed during simulated wavy
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Figure 54: An enlarged Georgia Tech logo mounted on a frame at the bottom of the water
tank was imaged during a previous data collection campaign at the water tank facility.
conditions in this virtual tank.
Figure 55 shows the floor point cloud produced from data collected during the 2014
imaging campaign. Here, points are colored by depth, with warmer colors (yellow)
representing shallower depths and cooler colors (blue) representing deeper depths.
The GT logo is clearly visible and raised approximately 60 cm above the tank’s floor.
The mounting frame is also visible, shown in green. The remaining points correspond
to the tank floor (covered by the black tarp). The shadows, positions in the cloud
where there are no points, arise from a combination of Pathfinder’s scan pattern and
the GT-mounted structure. Because a forward-looking arc pattern was used, the GT
logo and frame cause point cloud dropouts in areas where pulses would have hit the
the floor but instead were fully reflected by objects above it. Consequently, no signals
reflect from these floor locations, effectively creating shadows. As seen from the axes
labels, a forward-starboard-down coordinate system was used that was very similar
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Figure 55: A floor point cloud produced from the 2014 data collection campaign.
to the one used in the wavy experiments. In fact, the axes were configured to be the
same. The only difference between the two systems is their coordinate origin.
Seafloor images may be created from point clouds similar to Figure 55. This
process usually involves generating raster images from the seafloor point cloud by
binning, tinning, or kriging the coordinates [54]. Figure 56 shows one possible way
to generate raster images using a binning procedure. Here, the top right image is a
rasterized floor depth image. This image may be produced by first binning coordinates
into 2cm-by-2cm bins (pixels) and then averaging the Down value of coordinates in
each bin. Bins with no coordinates were assigned a Down value of 6 m. When point
cloud coordinates also have attributed reflectance values, the same binning procedure
may be used to create rasterized floor reflectance images. This may be done by
averaging the reflectance estimates, instead of the Down value, in each bin. The
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Figure 56: Seafloor point clouds may be rasterized to produce seafloor depth images.
When reflectance values are attributed to points, rasterized seafloor reflectance images may
also be produced.
image shown in the bottom right of Figure 56 was produced using that technique. In
this case, however, the reflectance values attributed to each point are not real because
there was no truth data. Therefore, this image was produced by assuming reflectance
values of 0.6, 0.15, and 0.02 for the GT logo, the frame, and the floor, respectively.
Bins with no coordinates were assigned reflectance values of 0.
A virtual water tank may then be created from the point cloud data and its
(assumed) attributed reflectance data. Figure 57 shows one method to accomplish
this. Here, depth profiles of the GT logo and the frame are derived from the point
cloud. This may be done by extracting coordinates from the point cloud with depths
only corresponding to those of interest. For example, to create the GT logo’s depth
profile, all coordinates with Down values between 5-5.1 meters were extracted from the
point cloud and binned into 2cm-by-2cm bins. The average Down value of coordinates
comprising a bin was then used as its value. The frame’s depth profile was created
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Figure 57: Seafloor point clouds may be rasterized to produce seafloor depth images.
When reflectance values are attributed to points, rasterized seafloor reflectance images may
also be produced.
similarly but used coordinates with Down values between 5.45-5.55 meters. In some
locations of the frame’s depth profile, shadows caused pieces of it to be missing.
However, because the frame was built with straight pieces of aluminum, correcting
this problem only required making straight lines to connect gaps in the profile. This
was done by linearly interpolating the Down values of the known coordinates on
either side of the shadow. These depth profiles, together with an assumed, constant,
floor depth-profile of 5.6 m, may then serve as the floor topography of the virtual
water tank. This information may be used to determine floor positions of rays traced
through the water’s surface during simulation. Importantly, because the coordinates
used to create the profiles also have attributed reflectance values, any simulated ray
determined to have intersected with the GT logo, frame, or floor may be assigned a
reflectance value (e.g. 0.6, 0.15, or 0.02).
Pathfinder’s scan pattern from the 2014 imaging campaign may be reproduced to
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image the virtual tank’s floor. This procedure involved translation in the Northing
direction and scanning about the Down axis. Specifically, Pathfinder was translated
in the Northing direction in increments of 5 cm from 11-12.5 m. At each Northing
position, Pathfinder’s scan angle was rotated from port to starboard. Rotation oc-
curred in 13-arcminute increments (0.2167 degrees) from -1300 arcminutes to 1300
arcminutes (-21.67 degrees to 21.67 degrees). This procedure produced 6,231 unique
combinations of Northing position and scan angle (hereafter called “firing positions”).
To simulate laser pulses transmitted from the firing positions, rays may then be ge-
ometrically traced from the firing positions, through the water surface, and down to
the depth profiles. The simulated in-water distance and reflectance value depend on
which depth profile rays interacts with. By simulating wavy surfaces equivalent to
those experienced during the wavy experiments, the hypothetical effects of imaging
through wavy SST may be simulated by geometrically ray tracing through the simu-
lated waves. Because the rays will be traced to different locations in the virtual water
tank than they were during the actual data collection in 2014, simulated in-water
depths and reflectance values will be different than those actually measured. These
differences represent the effects of wavy SST.
Now that the virtual water tank has been established, the scan pattern has been
replicated, and ray tracing can be used to determine where simulated laser pulses in-
tersect the tank’s floor during wavy conditions, the final step is to simulate waveforms
modeling each unique scenario. Figure 58 shows a diagram of how this accomplished.
First, the lidar’s firing position is selected, establishing the orientation of the trans-
mitted pulse’s incident vector. Then a wavy surface is chosen from an acquisition in
File 1, File 2, or File 3. As a simplifying assumption, the wavy surface is assumed to
be a low-frequency tilt corresponding to the planar surface that would produce perfect
beam steering to the NED coordinate computed from witness camera imagery. This
planar surface’s normal vector may then be used with the incident vector to ray trace
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the laser pulse through the water surface to determine its refracted trajectory. The
refracted beam is then propagated through the virtual tank to determine which depth
profile it intersects. The traced in-water path length to the object and its attributed
reflectance value are then reported as ray tracing results. These two values together
with the surface normal’s orientation (and in-air path length to the wavy surface) may
be used to simulate a waveform modeling this scenario. This waveform represents the
signal Pathfinder would theoretically detect when a laser pulse transmitted from the
selected firing position interacts with the chosen surface orientation. This process
may then be repeated for all 6,231 firing positions. Importantly, each file only con-
tains 100 surface normal orientations, one corresponding to each of its acquisitions.
Therefore, 6,231 firing positions’ worth of surface orientations needed to be created.
This was accomplished by repeating surface orientations after every 100 firing posi-
tions. For example, pulses transmitted from firing positions 1-100 each interact with
a unique wavy surface. Then, the next 100 pulses, corresponding to firing positions
101-200, interact with the same respective surface orientations as used for firing po-
sitions 1-100. This process continues until firing position 6,231. While this creates a
surface wave pattern that probably would not exist physically, the important result
is that unique, ray tracing occurs at every firing position because the combination
of incident vector, surface normal, in-air path length, in-water path length, and floor
reflectance is always different.
Waveforms corresponding to each combination of firing position and surface ori-
entation may be produced by repeating the process in Figure 58 for each file. These
waveforms may then be processed to compute floor coordinates and reflectance esti-
mates. Figure 59 shows how this may be done for two distinct processing paradigms.
Here, simulated waveforms corresponding to the pertinent firing position and surface
orientation are processed by either ignoring SST or by compensating for SST. Wave-




































































this thesis. Equation 1 is used to compute floor coordinates, and flat interface trans-
fer functions are used when estimating ρ. Both the coordinates and reflectance es-
timates contain SST-induced errors that degrade image quality. On the other hand,
waveforms processed when compensating for SST model the hybrid lidar scenarios
mentioned throughout this thesis. Importantly, because the waves used for waveform
simulation correspond to each acquisition’s true wave surface, this processing scheme
may use the GmAPD reconstructed surface normal corresponding to that wavy sur-
face. Therefore, Equation 9 may be used when computing floor coordinates, and wavy
interface transfer functions may be used when estimating ρ. Both the coordinates and
reflectance estimates should contain less error than their näıve counterparts, consis-
tent with the results presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Consequently, by comparing
both processing methods’ produced images, SST-compensation techniques presented
in this thesis may be evaluated against näıve seafloor imaging methods.
After performing a wavy simulation in the virtual tank for File 1 waves, a floor
point cloud and its corresponding rasterized depth and reflectance images were gen-
erated ignoring SST. Figure 60 shows these results (compare to Figure 56). Here, the
point cloud no longer contains a recognizable GT. Points have been blurred because
the näıve coordinate computation technique may only compute floor coordinates along
its pointing vector. In this example, that limitation manifests itself as the scanning
pattern still being evident but the GT logo and frame features are not. These features
are lost because wavy SST steers simulated beams to off-pointing-vector locations.
This creates lw values that when used in Equation 1 produce coordinates that do not
correspond to the true positions causing signal reflections. Because of deteriorated
point-cloud resolution, the corresponding raster images also exhibit severe blurring.
The GT logo and frame are no longer recognizable. The reflectance image is also





























































































































































































Figure 60: When left uncompensated, wavy SST degrades seafloor coordinate and re-
flectance measurements, causing degraded floor depth and reflectance images.
Figure 61 shows the true and observed reflectance images placed side-by-side,
clearly illustrating the effects of wavy SST on lidar-based reflectance imaging. The
true image contains sharp, distinct features while the observed image is an unrec-
ognizable blur. When viewed as a linear systems problem, the true image has been
convolved with the air-water-interface transfer function to produce the distorted and
blurry observed image. Further complicating the problem is that this transfer func-
tion is shift-variant, as discussed in Chapter 3. However, the geometric and radiomet-
ric SST-compensation techniques presented in this thesis when used together enable
identifying this shift-variant transfer function for each laser pulse. This identification
makes image restoration possible. That is, unifying the geometric and radiometric
techniques enables reversing the shift-variant transfer function’s effects so as to re-
store observed reflectance images to ones that resemble their true images much more
closely.
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Figure 61: The shift-variant, air-water-interface transfer function degrades seafloor-
reflectance image quality.
The following two-step procedure unifies the geometric reconstruction and radio-
metric restoration techniques into one shift-variant restoration technique for lidar-
based seafloor imaging:
(1) Geometrically reconstruct coordinates in the observed image by using Equation
9.
(2) Radiometrically restore reflectance estimates attributed to each coordinate by
using one of the three methods listed in Section 4.4.
After applying these two steps, a new rasterized reflectance image may then be gen-
erated. This restored image resembles the true image much more closely than the ob-
served image. Importantly, this technique relies on having co-temporally constructed
DSMs registered with waveform-resolved data. A hybrid lidar with a processing ar-
chitecture like Pathfinder’s is an ideal platform for this restoration procedure.
Now, return to the same simulation of File 1 waves in the virtual tank. These wave-
forms may now be processed in the second paradigm – wherein SST is compensated
– and the two-step, restoration technique may be applied. Then, the effectiveness
of the restoration may be evaluated by comparing the observed, restored, and true
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images. For this restoration, the “6x6 DSM, PCA” method was used to reconstruct
the surface orientation. Figure 62 shows the process of restoring the observed image.
Figure 62: The unified, two-step restoration technique removes most of the image degra-
dation introduced by wavy SST.
Here, Step 1 introduces the biggest perceivable change in the image. The observed
image’s unrecognizable GT logo and frame have been significantly sharpened. The
letters are easily resolved and the frame’s rigid structure is more evident. Next,
Step 2 slightly brightens the image. This may be seen by comparing the histograms
of reflectance estimates comprising the image, shown in Figure 63. The top his-
togram shows the values of reflectance estimates comprising the image without SST-
compensation; the bottom histogram shows the values of reflectance estimates com-
prising the restored image. In both cases, the STF method was used when estimating
ρ with Equation 3. The most noticeable difference between the histograms is the shift
to the right of GT logo reflectance estimates in the bottom one. These values are closer
to the true value of 0.6 than the näıve estimates are because the näıve reflectance es-
timates always assume a flat surface. This shift, along with other smaller right-shifts
in the weaker reflectance values, cause the slight brightening of the reflectance image
from Step 1 to Step 2.
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Figure 63: These reflectance estimate histograms illustrate the improvement in applying
Step 2 of the restoration technique.
Therefore, from these results it may be concluded that the two-step restoration
technique, combining geometric reconstruction and radiometric restoration, signifi-
cantly enhances the degraded reflectance image. This enhancement directly corre-
lates with a decrease in the SAS99 values of the coordinates comprising them. In the
observed image, the average SAS99 value of coordinates was 52.61 cm; in the restored
image, the average SAS99 value of coordinates was 44.34 cm. Figure 64 shows the
observed, restored, and true images for comparison. It also shows the corresponding
depth images. Depth images only require applying the restoration procedure’s first
step to be restored. For completeness, Figure 65 shows a diagram similar to Figure
56 and Figure 60 to enable quick comparison between the three scenarios – observed,
restored, and true.
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Figure 64: Observed, restored, and true images for simulated File 1 waves. The top row
contains depth images and the bottom row contains reflectance images.
Figure 65: After applying the shift variant-restoration technique, restored depth and
reflectance images resemble their respective true images much more closely.
Similar simulations were also performed for the waves recorded in File 2 and File 3.
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The unified restoration procedure was then applied to the observed images to restore
them. The true, observed, and restored images for these files are shown in Figure
66 and Figure 67, respectively. Although the observed images in these examples are
not as degraded (because the waves were smaller) the restored images also exhibit
significant enhancement after applying the restoration technique. In all cases, letters
are easily resolved and the frame’s rigid structure becomes more evident. Moreover,
average SAS99 values of coordinates in all restored images are smaller than their
respective observed images (File 2: 44.43 cm vs. 46.79 cm; File 3: 45.98 cm vs. 48.45
cm). This trend in SAS99 also applies to the observed images. Average SAS99 of File
2 (44.43 cm) is smaller than that of File 3 (45.98 cm), which is smaller than that of
File 1 (52.61 cm). Consequently, image degradation of File 2 is less than that of File
3 which is also less than that of File 1. Therefore, average SAS99 may be used as a
first-order image quality metric.
Figure 66: Observed, restored, and true images for simulated File 2 waves. The top row
contains depth images and the bottom row contains reflectance images.
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Figure 67: Observed, restored, and true images for simulated File 3 waves. The top row
contains depth images and the bottom row contains reflectance images.
Because GmAPD reconstruction of the wavy surfaces was not perfect, restored
images still contain some errors in coordinate positions and reflectance estimates.
Therefore, it is instructive to observe the restored images resulting from perfect in-
terface reconstruction. Figure 68 shows “perfectly restored” depth and reflectance
images for File 1, File 2, and File 3 beneath the true images at the top. These per-
fectly restored images represent the best possible image restoration achievable by the
unified restoration technique when waves are perfectly reconstructed.
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Figure 68: These depth and reflectance images were produced using the unified restoration
technique after perfect reconstruction of the air-water-interface. These represent the best
possible restoration achievable using this method.
The results presented in this section indicate that the geometric and radiometric
SST-compensation strategies may be used together in a unified technique to improve
lidar-based seafloor imaging. This unified technique is a two-step process, relying first
on geometric reconstruction and then on radiometric restoration. Observed images
with blurring degradation arising from the shift-variant, air-water-interface trans-
fer function may be enhanced by applying this restoration procedure. In all three
simulated cases, restored images closely resemble the true images. Had perfect recon-
struction of the air-water-interface been achieved, the restoration procedure produces
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images nearly identical to the true images, indicating that more image enhancement
is possible by reducing seafloor coordinate error. Importantly, SAS99 , a coordinate
accuracy metric, may also be used as seafloor-image quality metric. In all näıve
seafloor images, the average SAS99 values of coordinates comprising them were larger
than those in the restored images, indicating less accuracy. Consequently, their image
quality was worse than that of the restored images. Moreover, all observed images
exhibited the same trend. Observed images with less image degradation had smaller
average SAS99 values, while those with more severe image degradation had larger
average SAS99 values. Therefore, this shift-variant restoration technique should be
coupled with interface reconstruction strategies that reduce the average SAS99 value




This chapter summarizes the research presented in this thesis and offers directions for
future work. These summaries identify my contributions to ALB and provide areas
to build upon my work. This chapter begins with stating the goals of the thesis and
how they were achieved. My research is then summarized and specific contributions
are identified. The chapter then presents potential future work and concludes with a
list of publications related to this research.
The goal of this thesis was to present a shift-variant restoration technique leverag-
ing high-resolution interface modeling in lidar-based seafloor imaging. This technique
is a restoration procedure for seafloor images degraded by wavy air-water interfaces.
The novel geometric and radiometric SST-compensation strategies presented in this
thesis are the basis for this restoration. When unified in a two-step process, wherein
coordinates comprising the image are geometrically reconstructed and then the at-
tributed reflectance estimates are radiometrically restored, the resulting procedure
enhances degraded floor imagery. SST-compensation strategies also reduce coordi-
nates’ SAS99 . When smaller, this coordinate accuracy metric generally indicates
better imagery. The novel processing architecture designed for the world’s first hy-
brid lidar employing synchronized Geiger-mode and linear-mode lidars is an ideal
platform for implementing this technique.
5.1 Summary
ALB systems have provided important intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
capabilities in coastal areas since their inception in the 1980s. Hardware and software
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improvements over the past few decades have driven increases in system accuracy, res-
olution, and reliability. These improvements have also enabled the production of new
data products, one of which is seafloor reflectance imagery. Lidar-based reflectance
imagery depends on the accuracy of the seafloor coordinates and reflectance esti-
mates comprising them. One accuracy-limiting factor is wavy SST, which affects
seafloor reflectance images in two ways. First, images are geometrically distorted by
uncompensated beam steering induced by the air-water interface. Second, images
are radiometrically distorted by uncompensated pulse stretching induced by the air-
water interface. These two distortions manifest themselves as severe blur in observed
reflectance imagery. When viewed in the context of linear systems theory, wavy
interface transfer functions cause this shift-variant image degradation. To reverse
the interface’s effects, the transfer function must be identified for each laser pulse.
This may be accomplished by constructing high-resolution DSMs of the interface
co-temporally when processing waveform-resolved data. Seafloor coordinates may
then be geometrically reconstructed by ray tracing through the DSM; and, seafloor
reflectance estimates may be radiometrically restored by first deconvolving the inter-
face transfer function from the waveform-resolved signal and then using the resulting
signal when inverting the radiative transfer equation. Unifying these two aspects
into a two-step procedure produces an image restoration technique that significantly
enhances lidar-based, seafloor-reflectance images degraded by wavy SST. One heuris-
tic for evaluating the image enhancement is using coordinates’ SAS99 values during
restoration. A possible processing platform that may implement this technique is a




• New geo-location equation - A newly-derived seafloor-coordinate-computation
equation that accommodates for arbitrary beam steering at the air-water inter-
face during real-time data collection.
• New total propagated uncertainty model - A newly derived uncertainty model
that for the first time characterizes the effects of air-water-interface uncertainty
on seafloor coordinate uncertainty.
• Improvement of coordinates computed during wavy conditions - Achieved up to
40% reduction in floor coordinate error when applying geometric reconstruction
techniques during observed wavy conditions.
• Identification procedure of wavy air-water interface transfer functions - This
procedure enables identifying wavy interface transfer functions from combina-
tions of DSM and waveform-resolved data. The resulting transfer functions may
be deconvolved from detected signals to improve seafloor reflectance estimates.
• Shift-variant, image-restoration technique - A unified, two-step procedure com-
bining the geometric and radiometric SST-compensation strategies that signif-
icantly restores imagery degraded by wavy SST.
• Identification of SAS99 as an image quality metric - SAS99 had previously only
been suggested as a measure of coordinate accuracy. When used to assess
image quality, images containing coordinates with smaller SAS99 values were
found to have less degradation than those with larger SAS99 values. SAS99 may
therefore be used as a heuristic for selecting interface reconstruction strategies
that minimize it to enhance image restoration.
• Hybrid-lidar processing architecture - A data processing architecture designed
to synchronize interface measurements with waveform-resolved signals, enabling
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registration of co-temporally constructed interface DSMs with waveforms.
• Hybrid-lidar co-incidence processing algorithms - New histogram-trimming meth-
ods that use waveform-resolved data to de-noise Geiger-mode data.
• Hybrid-lidar, waveform-resolved processing algorithms - New methods to com-
pute seafloor coordinates by performing parallelized ray tracing through inter-
face DSMs in a mixed-mode computing architecture [46].
5.3 Future Work
This thesis continues to push the capabilities of ALB system design and performance.
Surveys employing contributions presented in this work may achieve the following:
• higher survey accuracies by implementing the geometric correction technique;
• cheaper surveys by implementing the new TPU model in real-time;
• extension of the operational window of surveys while remaining within IHO
requirements by implementing the geometric correction technique and TPU
model in real time; and,
• detection of smaller features in seafloor imagery by applying unified restoration
technique.
These advancements were shown to be possible for the experimental and simulated
conditions specified in this thesis. However, not all theory was validated experimen-
tally. Future work should necessarily include this. A first step may be to validate the
geometric and radiometric techniques as they pertain to imaging in a controlled exper-
iment. One possible way to accomplish this is to return to the water tank facility and
re-deploy the GT logo and frame after having characterized its reflectance. Pathfinder
may then be translated above the tank and its laser scanned in an airborne-like man-
ner while waves disturb the surface. The resulting observed and restored images may
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then be analyzed as they were in this thesis. The restored images should exhibit
significant enhancement.
The geometric and radiometric techniques should also be validated in an airborne
deployment. The effects of sea spray on GmAPD interface measurements may then
be characterized and managed appropriately. Moreover, because the green footprint
on the surface will be much larger, the ability to detect sub-footprint SST structures
may also be analyzed. In this thesis, spacing between GmAPD measurements was
so small that typical ranging errors caused severe distortions in sub-footprint normal
vectors. Thus, a simplifying assumption was put in place to construct only planar
DSMs. In the airborne case, spacing between measurements will be much larger,
allowing for removal of this assumption. The resulting DSMs may then be inspected
for high-frequency content. If DSM accuracy and resolution are sufficient, introduc-
ing high-frequency SST corrections may be possible. Another simplifying assumption
used in this thesis was the 0.1-second wave epoch. This value should be re-evaluated
after performing airborne measurements and adjusted appropriately if necessary. Fi-
nally radiometric restoration capabilities may also be analyzed when water column
scattering and stretching affect the shape of the seafloor returned signal. In this the-
sis, water column scattering and stretching were assumed as negligible because of the
tank’s extremely clear water. In real-world, airborne-deployed scenarios, aside from
Hawaiian-like waters, scattering in the water column will also degrade reflectance
estimates.
Finally, this thesis only skimmed the surface of hybrid lidar capabilities. Tremen-
dous potential exists both in bathymetric and topographic applications. Regarding
bathmetry, this thesis only explored the capabilities of an array-based IR, Geiger-
mode lidar for surface characterization. However, if green Geiger-mode technology,
or other green, array-based measurements, were to enter the field of ALB, then radio-
metric correction of seafloor rugosity may also become possible. By synchronizing a
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waveform-resolved green system with a green Geiger-mode system, the seafloor signal
from the waveform-resolved system could be used to gate the Geiger-mode system so
as to accept only seafloor signal photons. This may be done in a manner very similar
to the novel, co-incidence processing technique for IR interface returns presented in
this thesis. Regarding topography, Geiger-mode systems have become increasingly
prevalent as the system of choice. However, their measurements still suffer from sig-
nificant noise. One way to de-noise that data and improve system accuracy would be
to add a waveform-resolved lidar operating synchronously with their current system
and use the waveform-resolved signal to gate their Geiger-mode measurements. Once
again, this procedure would be similar to the novel co-incidence processing technique
developed in this work.
5.4 Publications, Conference Proceedings, and Technical
Reports
The following papers I have authored or co-authored are directly related to research
presented in this thesis:
• D. Carr, “A study of the target detection capabilities of an airborne lidar
bathymetry system,” Master’s thesis, Georgia Institute of Technology, 2013.
• G. Tuell and D. Carr, “New Procedure for Estimating Field-of-View Loss in
Bathymetric Lidar,” in Imaging and Applied Optics, OSA Technical Digest,
July 2013.
• D. Carr and G. Tuell, “Estimating field-of-view loss in bathymetric lidar: ap-
plication to large-scale simulations,” Appl. Opt., vol. 53, pp. 4716-4721, July
2014.
• G. Tuell, R. James, R. Ortman, C. Valenta, D. Carr, and J. Zutty, “Qualifica-
tion testing of the agilent m9703a digitizer for use in a bathymetric lidar,” in
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emphGeoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS), 2014 IEEE Inter-
national, pp. 2703-2705, July 2014.
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Report to NOAA, May 2015.
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Technical Report to NOAA, Sept 2015.
• R. Ortman, D. Carr, R. James, D. Long, M. O’Shaughnessy, C. Valenta, and G.
Tuell, “Real-time, Mixed-mode Computing Architecture for Waveform-resolved
Lidar Systems with Total Propagated Uncertainty,” in SPIE Laser Radar Tech-
nology and Applications XXI, April 2016.
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To determine the expression for χ, start by extracting the SBF coordinate equation
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TPU DERIVATIONS FOR OLS
To determine expressions for JI , Jo, and ΣI , start with the OLS surface-normal
system-of-equations (in implicit form):
f(~v, ~x) = Asys~x−~b = 0
f(~v, ~x) = Asys =

x1 − x̄ y1 − ȳ
x2 − x̄ y2 − ȳ
. .
. .












~v = [x1 y1 z1 x2 y2 z2 ... xn yn zn]
T
~x = [A B]T .





































To see how to fill its entries, consider the partial derivatives of the ith coordinate





























































































































Therefore, the partial derivatives of f with respect to xi, yi, and zi are column vectors
with one nonzero entry in the ith position (A, B, -1, respectively), which means JI
may be expressed as
JI =

A B −1 0 ... ... ... 0
0 ... 0 A B −1 0 ... ... 0
. 0
0 ... ... ... 0 A B −1

Finally, ΣI is the variance-covariance matrix of all the inputs, i.e. all the coordinates,
which may be expressed as:
ΣI =



















Assuming the ith coordinate entry (xi yi zi) is independent of the jth coordinate
entry (xj yj zj) for i 6= j, ΣI reduces to
ΣI =

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Then, recognizing that the ith 3x3 block on the diagonal is the TPU matrix for the
























To derive Equation 60, start by defining the following notation:
• (y, x) = pixel in the yth row and xth column in witness camera images
• t1 . . . t4 are the true NED coordinates of the frame corners (1 = bottom left; 2
= top left; 3 = top right; 4 = bottom right)
• ti = [Ni Ei Dframe]T
• c1 . . . c4 are the witness camera’s pixels corresponding to frame corners 1-4
• ci = (row, column)
• x`(y) is the pixel column corresponding to the frame’s left edge in row y
• xr(y) is the pixel column corresponding to the frame’s right edge in row y
• ∆x(y) is the horizontal distance in pixels between the frame’s left and right
edges in row y
• sx(y) is a horizontal scaling function for coordinates in row y
• h is the number of pixels per meter in the horizontal direction at the frame’s
bottom edge
Using this notation, the Down coordinate may be expressed as
D = ti(3) = Dframe.
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The Northing coordinate may be expressed as
N =
t2(1)− t1(1)
c2(1)− c1(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
slope
y + t2(1)− c2(1)
t2(1)− t1(1)
c2(1)− c1(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
intercept
.
Equating this expression for N with Equation 60 yields
v1 = slope
v0 = intercept
The Easting coordinate is less straightforward because the horizontal perspective
shrinks moving from the bottom to the top of the image. Consequently, the following
functions are used to determine how much the perspective changes:
















(3) From these two equations, the horizontal distance in pixels between the frame’s
left and right edges in row y may be expressed as
∆x(y) = xr(y)− x`(y).
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(4) The horizontal scale factor, which determines how much horizontal coordinates














(6) The horizontal distance in pixels from the frame’s center to the laser’s position,
may now be expressed as
























x`(y)− x`c1(1) + ∆x(y)2
h
+ t1(2)
Thus, the laser beam’s NED coordinate computed from a witness camera image may


















The following table contains the expected number of GmAPD measurements per ac-
cumulator array pixel for various combinations of array resolutions (rows) and camera
FOVs (columns) for an airborne system.
Table 8: GmAPD measurements per accumulator array pixel
9.4 mrad 18.8 mrad 26 mrad
2 x 2 75 37 24
3 x 3 33 16 11
4 x 4 18 9 6
5 x 5 12 6 3
6 x 6 8 4 2
These numbers were generated assuming the following:
1: Aircraft altitude = 400 m
2: Aircraft velocity = 50 m/s
3: 20 Hz < Circular scan rate < 40 Hz
4: Pointing vector is directly fore or aft
5: 20-degree off-nadir incidence
6: 10 kHz < Pulse repetition rate < 20 kHz
7: 7-mrad beam divergence
8: GmAPD camera’s photon detection efficiency = 0.3
9: GmAPD FPA resolution = 32 x 32
10: 0.1-second wave epoch




Figure 69 shows Pathfinder’s ability to reconstruct the water surface with 2x2 DSMs.
Here, three side-view snapshots are shown of DSMs corresponding to 1.3 seconds, 4.7
seconds, and 8.2 seconds into the experiment. In all three cases, the DSM’s mean
water level is approximately 0.8-m Down and the OLS-computed surface normal is
approximately [0,0,-1]T . Figure 70 shows isometric, front, top, and side views of a 2x2
DSM corresponding to 3 seconds into the experiment. These figures are representative
of all DSMs constructed during flat conditions. DSMs with other resolutions are






































































































































• Figure 71 shows Pathfinder’s ability to reconstruct the water surface with 4x4
DSMs for File 1 waves. Three side-view snapshots are shown of DSMs corre-
sponding to 2.3 seconds, 5.8 seconds, and 8.2 seconds into the experiment.
• Figure 72 shows Pathfinder’s ability to reconstruct the water surface with 3x3
DSMs for File 2 waves. Three side-view snapshots are shown of DSMs corre-
sponding to 2.3 seconds, 5.8 seconds, and 8.2 seconds into the experiment.
• Figure 73 shows Pathfinder’s ability to reconstruct the water surface with 5x5
DSMs. Here, three side-view snapshots are shown of DSMs corresponding to
1.5 seconds, 5.6 seconds, and 8.5 seconds into the experiment.
These figures are meant to provide a representative visualization of DSM behavior
during wavy conditions. DSMs are centered at the mean water level and have planar
orientation corresponding to the wave’s slope. For these figures, each surface-normal
unit vector was computed with OLS. To gain a 3D perspective of the DSMs, Figure
74 shows isometric, front, top, and side views of a 6x6 DSM corresponding to the
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